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ABSTRACT

"FileSalado Two-Phase Flow Laboratory Program was established to address concerns regarding

two-phase flow properties and to provide WlPP-specific, geologically consistent experimental

data to develop more appropriate correlations li)r Salado rock to replace those currently used in
Performance Assessment models. Researchers in Sandia's Fluid t:low and Transport Department

originally identified and emphasized the need Ibr laboratory measurements of Salado threshold

pressure and relative permeability. The program expanded to include the measurement of

capillary pressure, rock compressibility, porosity, and intrinsic permeability and the assessment

of core damage. Sensitivity analyses identified the anhydrite interbed layers as the most likely

path for the dissipation of waste-generated gas from waste-storage rooms because of their

relatively high permeability. Dt_c to this the program will initially focus on the anhydrite
irlterbed material. The program may expand to include similar rock and flow measurements on

other WIPP materials including impure halite, pure halite, and backfill and seal materials.

This conceptual plan presents the scope, ot!jectives, and historical documentation of the

development of the Salado Two-Phase Flow F'rogram through January 1993. Potential

laboratory techniques for assessing core damage and measuring porosity, rock compressibility,

capillary and threshold pressure, permeability as a function of stress, and relative permeability

are discussed. Details of actual test designs, test procedures, and data analysis are not included

in this report, but will be included in the Salado Two-Phase Flow l.aboratory Program Test Plan

pending the restllis of experimerltal arid other scoping activities irl I:Y93.
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1.0 SUMMARY

The Salado Two-Phase Flow Laboratory Program was established in January 1992 to

measure threshold pressure and relative permeability for Salado rock in the laboratory. FY92

scoping activities R_cussed on investigating Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (W1PP) program needs

in the area of two-phase tlow and assessing current laboratory measurement technology. As

a result of the FY92 scoping activities, the Salado Two-Phase Flow Laboratory Program was

expanded to include measurement of capillary pressure, single-phase permeability as a function

of stress, total and effective porosity, rock compressibility, and the investigation of coring-

induced damage in addition to threshold pressure and relative permeability. FY93 experimental

scoping activities are designed to characterize the Salado anllydritc rock and measure single-

phase flow properties in the laboratory, lntbrmation gained from these initial tests will be used

to design and implement two-phase flow measurement tests including threshold pressure,

capillary pressure, and relative permeability scheduled to begin in FY94. These measurements

support the development of the numerical models used to predict the long-term hydrologic and

structural response of the WIPP repository to waste-generated gas, an activity critical for

assessing the long-term pertbrmance of the repository.

This report presents the scope, objectives, and milestone schedule for the Salado Two-

Phase Flow l.aboratory Program. In addition1, this report documents the development of the

Salado Two-Phase Flow Program through January 1993. Current laboratory techniques for

assessing core damage and measuring porosity, capillary and threshold pressure, permeability,

rock compressibility, and relative permeability are also discussed. Research and experimental

scoping activities will continue throughout FY93 to determine the specific experiments to be

performed. Details of actual test designs and procedures for each experiment and data analysis

are not included in this report, but will be included in the Two-Phase Flow l.aboratory Program

Test Plan.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

2.1 Background

The WIPP is the LI.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) planned repository for

transuranie waste generated by our nation's defense programs. This underground research and

developlnent effort is generating the technology base for the sate disposal of radioactive wastes

in bedded salt. The Salado Formation was chosen for the repository because of salt's natural

ability to creep under the effects of stress and ultimately to encapsulate and isolate the waste.

A significant part of this effort is to develop a numerical capability to predict the hydrologic and

structural response of a bedded salt repository, an activity critical for assessing the long-term

perlbrmance of the facility.

The Salado Formation cons,ists of thick halite layers with interbeds of minerals such as

clay and anhydrite. The polycrystalline Salado salt contains small quantities of brine in

intragranular fluid inclusions and as intergranular (pore) fluid. The anhydrite interbed layers

also contain small quantities of brine. It is important to quantify the amount of brine in the

Salado Formation and determine its mobility and flow properties because the accumulation of

significant quantities of brine in the repository could potentially lead to problems that affect the

salt's ability to isolate waste. One such problem is gas generation from the microbial

degradation of organic waste and anoxic corrosion of steel drums and metallic waste in the

presence of brine. Waste-generated gas may be produced in quantities sufficient to reach high

pressures and retard the natural flow or creep effects of the salt. Potential negative impacts of

high room pressure are that (l) waste-generated gas may serve as an additional driving force and

push contaminated brine far out into the formation, and (2) tlae higll pressure may fracture the

formation and result in increased permeability of the transport pathways.

From a technical point of view, we need to quantify the Salado rock and flow parameters

that describe its ability to transmit and store fluids as a function of the initial conditions and



time-dependent material damage. For example, permeability data from in situ tests indicate that

the anhydrite and impure halite interbeds within the Salado Formation have higher permeability,

by l to 2 orders of magnitude, than the pure halite intervals. Sensitivity analyses show that the

anhydrite interbeds could be the primary inward flow path lbr brine to the repository and

outward flow path for waste-generated gas into the formation (Davies et al., 1991). Thus, the

role of the anhydrite marker beds in the long-term hydrological response of the WtPP facility

has become an issue that revolves around (i) the initial state of the material, (2) the

mechanism(s) and potential for brine and gas flow in the material, and (3) the influence of

excavation-induced damage on these flow parameters (if only to be able to separate damaged

from undamaged behavior). There are a number of laterally continuous anhydrite interbeds

within the Salado Formation in the vicinity of the repository horizon including Marker Beds 138

and 139 and anhydrites "a" and "b."

One anhydrite interbed that forms a potential gas flow path is the i-meter (m) thick

Marker Bed (MB) 139, which lies approximately l m below the planned waste storage rooms.

MB 139 is one of about 45 siliceous or sulfatic units within the Salado Formation consisting of

polyhalitic anhydrite. Permeability values of 5 x 10j7 to 8 x 1()_" m_ have been interred from

eight in situ borehole tests in MB 139 (Davies et al., 1992). To date, laboratory examination

and testing of the anhydrite interbed material is extremely limited.

The flow of waste-generated gas from the repository is predicted to be controlled by three

physical properties of the surrounding rock (Davies, 1991): (1) pore fluid pressure, (2)

threshold displaceme,t pressure, and (3) gas-brine relative permeability. Flow of waste-

generated gas into the Salado Formation surrounding the repository will occur orlly when the gas

pressure (P_:,_)in the repository exceeds the sum of the lbrmation near-field pore fluid pressure

(P,) and the lbrmation's threshold pressure (Pt) as described in Equation 1, This pressure, P_,,,

is termed the gas-threshold displacement pressure,



Pore fluid cpr ssure (t),J, also referred to herein as pore pressure, is dcl]ned as the

pressu,'e of the fluid (brine) within the rock's pore s '',_,pacc, The pore fluid pressure in the

undisturbed regions of [he 3dl;l(l{ I:ormation is expected to range betWC_ll tlydrostatic and

lithostatic, 6,4 MPa (pure water, 1 gnl/cm _) to 14,8 MPa (rock, 2,32 gm/cm_), because the pore

rluid may partially support the load of the 655 m of rock overlying the repository (l:igure 1).

Pore pressure inferred from in situ permeability test data in the Salado far-field and undisturbed

regions ranges from 9.5 to 12.6 MPa (see Appendix A). As expected and exhibited in Group

2 shown in Table 1, pore pressures measured in the depressurized and disturbed regions are

significantly lower because of flow into the repository, excavation.induced sir ss changes, and

possible dilatation efl;ects (Davies, 1991; Davies et al., 1992).
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Figure 1, Pore Iluid pressure versus depth,





(i_t_ tllreshold displacement pressurt" (I)_.) is defined as the minimum pressure at which

_1non-citing phase fluid (wast¢ogenerated gas) can overcome pore pressure and capillary effects.

c,ter a IiX) i_'tcent v,ctting-phase-l'luid saturated porous medium, and cause displacement of the

w_tting pha,.c fluid (brine in lhe Salado I:ormation). Capillary effects are quantified as capillary

pr_urc IP_ ). which ft_r high-lx.,rmeability rocks, is typically measured directly on core sarnples

in the laboratory.

11!rcshold pressure _P, J ;s related to the capillary-pressure characteristic curve as shown

in I:igure 2 and is defined as either (1) the endpoint pressure on the capillary pressure-versus-

_clting phase saturation curve corresponding to a wetting-phase saturation of 1.0, or (2) the

pressure _m the capillary pressure.versus-wetting-phase saturation curve corresponding to the

nt_li_etltng phase critical saturation. The first definition applies to initial penetration of the

mmwt, tting phase fluid into the wetting-phase saturated porous medium; the second applies to

ltlt_dcvclt_pmcnt of a mmwetting phase continuum through the core and in#ial I,'eakthrough of

flOIIWellillg _phase lluid (I)avics, !991 ).
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i:igurc 2. (?apillary pressure versus saturatiorl.



Whereas absolute or intrinsic permeability (k) is a measure of the rate at which a single

fluid will flow through interconnected pores (single- or one-phase flow), relative permeability

relationships must be considered when evaluating flow properties of more than one fluid in

porous media. Relative permeability (kr) compares the rate at which a fluid will move through

interconnected pore space when another fluid is present: gas flowing in the presence of brine.

Relative permeability is especially important in WIPP performance-assessment calculations

because prediction of repository behavior, such as brine inflow to repository rooms and gas

outflow to the formation, is strongly dependent upon this parameter.

2.2 Rationale

Pore pressure is measured in situ as part of the Large-Scale Brine Inflow Experiment

(Room Q) and the Permeabiiity Testing Program, and preparations are being made for the first

in situ threshold pressure test. However, neither threshold pressure nor relative permeability

has been measured on Salado cores in the laboratory, so the Brooks and Corey (1964) and

Parker et al. (1987) correlations are used in the current WIPP Performance Assessment (PA)

models for these parameters. These two models are based upon capillary pressure relationships

from which wetting-phase relative permeability is derived (Webb, 1992).

The Brooks and Corey (1964) relationship for capillary pressure (Equation 2) is expressed

below in terms of effective saturation, So; threshold pressure, Pt at Sc = 1.0; and pore-size

distribution parameter, h. Effective saturation is a function of the wetting- and nonwetting-phase

fluid saturations, S,_ and S,w, and the wetting- and nonwetting-phase fluid residual saturations,

Sw,_and S,,,_,r.

]9 t
P - (2)c 1/_.

So



where

so= s_-s,,i" . (3)
i - Snw, z - Sw, z

The Brooks and Corey (1964) correlation is intended for use only over that portion of the

capillary pressure curve where Pc is greater than the pressure corresponding to S_= 1.0.

Similarly, the Parker et al. (1987) relationship for capillary pressure (Equation 4) is

expressed in terms of a reference pressure, Po; effective saturation, S'; and a pore-size

distribution parameter, m. The Parker et al. (1987) equation differs from the Brooks and Corey

(1964) equation in that the forlner assumes that threshold pressure is zero and effective saturation

is a function of the minimum wetting-phase saturation, Sw.m. All other terms are the same as

those defined for the Brooks and Corey (1964) relationship.

Pc=Po(s"_/°-I)_-_ (4)

where

S w - Sw,s" -- 1 . (5)
S_,m-Sw,r

i

Both the P,'ooks and Corey (1964) and Parker et al. (1987) correlations used in current

WIPP PA numerical models were developed using data from one core sample analyzed for the

Tight Gas Sands project. The pore-size distribution parameter, X, and residual non-wetting

phase saturation are based upon data from a single core, MWX-3 67-35, described in Rechard

et al. (1990) and Morrow et al. (1986). Other input values to these models include threshold

pressure, residual wetting-phase saturation, and minimum wetting-phase saturation.

9



None of the input values to the Brooks and Corey (1964) and Parker et al. (1987)

correlations has been measured for the Salado Formation rock. The validity of using

correlations based on tight gas sands data to predict Salado threshold pressure, capillary

pressure, and relative permeability has not been experimentally justified; the tight gas sands data

are simply the closest analog tbr which detailed data are available. In addition, detailed

laboratory measurements of anhydrite capillary pressure and relative permeability made over a

wide range of saturations would support interpretation of the in situ permeability tests.

Uncertainty in expected threshold displacement pressure values for the Salado Formation

is large, and estimates range from 0.5 to 50 MPa depending upon lithology (Davies, 1991).

This wide range of values may prevent a clear prediction of repository behavior in both the

undisturbed and human-intrusion WIPP PA scenarios. Credibility of the two-phase hydrologic

modeling in support of PA relies on measurement of this sensitive Salado Formation parameter.

Threshold displacement-pressure nleasurements in the laboratory and/or field will provide data

to support the development and evaluation of Salado models and performance-assessment

calculations.

In sunlmary, the work of both Davies and Webb emphasized the need for investigating

and measuring capillary and threshold pressure and relative permeability of Salado rock.

Subsequent scoping activities showed that other related parameters including porosity, rock

compressibility, and intrinsic permeability should also be measured to support WIPP

Performance Assessment and Fluid Flow and Transport numerical modelers and analysts. The

anhydrite interbed layers were identified as the most likely path for the dissipation of waste-

generated gas from waste storage rooms because of their relatively high permeability and likely

low threshold displacement pressure. In addition to the interbed layers, two-phase measurements

may be needed for impure halite, pure halite, backfill material, and possibly seal material.

10



2.3 Related Work

The primary objective of this test program is to measure two-phase flow properties for

the anhydrite interbeds at WIPP. To make these measurements properly, fundamental rock

properties, including porosity, rock compressibility, and intrinsic (single-phase) permeability,

should first be measured and the isstie of coring-induced damage should be addressed. Work

associated with the WIPP in areas pertinent to those described in this conceptual plan include

sensitivity studies, laboratory studies, and field studies.

2.3.1 Sensitivity Studies

The combined effect of waste-generated gas and high gas-threshold displacement presstire

in the Salado was identified as a WIPP PA isstie by John Bredehoeft and George Hornberger at

the June 1989 National Academy of Sciences (NAS) WIPP Panel Meeting (Davies, 1991). In

response to concerns that waste-generated gas pressure might exceed lithostatic pressure and

cause unpredictable fracturing, Davies (1989) provided threshold pressure estimates and

preliininary two-phase waste-gas and brine-llow simulations. In their September 1990

presentation to the NAS, Davies et al. (1990) identi lied two-phase properties of Salado interbeds

and sensitivity to these properties as important sources of uncertainty that may affect room

pressurization.

Davies (1991) followed with a report evaluating the role of threshold pressure in

controlling the llow of waste-generated gas into the Salado Formation. In that report, he

provided estimates of Salado threshold pressure as a function of iithoiogy, and as shown in

Figure 3a and b, he fotind that threshold pressure increases with decreasing permeability.

Davies identified the nollhalite intcrhcds as the likclv clt_minant t'lox+_p_tths for waste-generated

gas frorn a presstirized rel)osiior\ bec;ltisc t_l_ their rcltltivclv high l)crmeability and

corresporldillgly low g_ls Ihrc,;ht_ltl pres_ttr¢, ltl pr¢l_,iclill__,c,,lilll;.tlc.',,for Salatll_ tllrcshold

pressure, he cautiollu(I thai the _,_ltics were h,isctl til)t_l llll't_l'lll',tliOll lttr n_ns_llt rock types and



that they "must be confirmed with in situ or laboratory measurements that are specific to the

Salado Formation at the WIPP repository" (Davies, 1991).

Webb (Davies et al., 1991) performed sensitivity analyses to determine the effect of

formation permeability, two-phase (relative permeability and capillary pressure) characteristic

curves, and other variations on the long-term performance of the repository. In particular, he

focussed upon identifying the dominant variables influencing pressurization of the repository and

gas migration distance. Webb found that relative permeability and the residual saturation can

have a dramatic effect on the gas migration distance. Likewise, he found that formation

permeability can have a dramatic effect upon peak room pressure.
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Figure 3a. Plot of correlation of threshold pressure with intrinsic permeability for a

composite of data from all consolidated rock lithologics (Davies, 1991).
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Figure 3b. Plot summarizing estimated threshold pressure for various lithologic units in the
Salado Formation based on correlation with intrinsic permeability (Davies, 1991).

2.3.2 Laboratory Studies

Characterization of core damage, fractures, porosity, permeability, relative permeability,

and capillary and threshold pressure are performed routinely in the laboratory. The techniques

used to make these laboratory assessments were developed to support tlae petroleum industry in

providing data to quantify oil and gas reserves and optimize reservoir productivity. In 1960,

the American Petroleum Institute (API) set standards and guidelines for measuring porosity and

intrinsic permeability on rock core samples. While these original standards tbr measuring rock

and single-phase flow properties are being updated as a result of technological advances, the

revised guidelines are not expected to include any references to relative permeability, threshold

pressure, or capillary pressure measurements. The Society of Core Analysts (SCA) recognized

this oversight and initiated a program in 1992 to establish guidelines for laboratory measurement

of threshold and capillary pressure and relative permeability. The SCA study is still in progress,

and guidelines have not bcen published.

13



Because no lbrmai standards or guidelines exist lbr measuring threshold and capillary

pressure or relative permeability, especially in low-permeability media, it is necessary to

evaluate current laboratory techniques lk_rthese measurements Io determine the most appropriate

one(s) to use within the scope of the Two-Phase Flow Laboratory Program. Investigation and

determination of appropriate methods lk_rmaking these measurements will be addressed in two

separate reports: (1) Evaluation of Experimental Techniques to Measure Threshold Pressure ibr

the Saiado Formation Anhydrite interbeds at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, and (2) Evaluation

of Experimental Techniques to Measure Relative Permeability lbr the Salado Formation

Anhydrite lnterbeds at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. Laboratory techniques under

consideration for assessing core damage and measuring single- and two-phase rock and flow

properties within the scope of the Salado Two-Phase Flow Program are discussed in Section 5.0.

2.3.2.1 LABORATORY PERMEABILITY TESTS ON ANHYDRITE INTERBED MATERIAL

The only permeability tests pcrlbrmcd on Salado anhydrite interbed material to date

were done as part of the Site Validation t:.xperiments in 1983 (P,lack et al., 1983). (;as

permeability (single-phase) measurements were made on three anhydrite core samples in the

laboratory at the Waterways l:.xpcriment Station, tJ.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Vicksburg,

MS. All three cores (HI_(' 1. HI'(' 2, and HPC 3) were taken from a single hole,

aPt)roximately 64-cm deep, located in the outer rib of the t-140 drift at the WIPP. The report

describes the material only as "interhed" and reveals nothing in terms of specific stratigraphic

unit or mirleralogy. The 5-era-diameter cores were drilled using a diamond core bit and brine

as the drilling fluid, with the axis of the core cut parallel to the be(tdillg plane of the intcrbed

I_tyer. The core was Ctll intt_ three 15- 10 24-era-long cylindrical salnples, and tests were

pcrft_rrnedina Hasslcr-typ¢pcrrnc_d_ilitvcell_ixin_nitrogen_txtheflowin_tncditlmwithwater

providingtheconfining,pr¢,,,,,urc,I)ctails_,II11¢i_t_I'c,-and cc_rIIirlin,_I_rc,,,,urcand _Hhcrtcsl

c_mdilicmswcrcll_,Hil}cltal¢_IJnthc,:liedrcI_rt,

II



The gas permeability tests wcrc performed so that tile tlow was measured parallel to the

bedding plane. According to the report, permeability tests on HPC 1 and HI:'(;.'.2 yielded

permeabilities of 71 and 148 microdarcies, respectively. When a confining pressure of 1200

psi was applied to HPC 1, the permeability decreased to 0.(.12 rnicrodarcies after 50 hours.

When the confining pressure was incrcased up to 1700 psi, the permeability decreased to 0.002

microdarcics after 246 hours, below the resolution of the test system. Similarly, the

permeability of HPC 2 decreased to ! microdarcy after one day at 1200 psi confining pressure.

The third core, HPC 3, which was approximately halt" the length of HPC 1 and HPC 2,

exhibitcd an initial permeability dcscribcd only as "high." After 272 hours at 1200 psi confining

pressure, the permeability of HI_(I 3 reduced to 7 microdarcics, it was suggested that the

shorter length of HP(;' 3 contributed to its siowc.r "healing" and resulting higher permcat_ility at

similar confining pressure than HP(' 1 and HP(? 2.

No other laboratory tests to mcasttre Ilow properties of Wll_i_-spccific Salado anhydrite

have been performed.

2.3.3 Field Studies

In situ and laboratory _llca,surcments of porosity and t_crmeahility (single-phase

measttrctucilts) arc r_utincly I_crl_rmed for oil and gas reservoir media. Two-phase flow

nlcastlrcmcrlls, however, arc performed in the lab(_ratory on recovered core sarrlplt.'.s becatlse

tw(_-phase fl(_wmeasurements arc a functi_n (_fthe saturati_n state ()f the I)()rt)usmedium, which
I

is difficull to accuralcly mcasuru in silu.

.%aulnicr (1_._,_2)dcscril_csthree attcnlpts by NA(iI,_A, .Swil/crland's nalit_nal ct_ns_rtium

f_r s,afc IltJclc_tl w;l,,tc tli,,l_v, tl, lt_ dclCrlllinc gas threshold displacement pressure in situ. A

Utill,,,li.illli)rcssurc test was allcilll)ic_l at the (iriillscl I/ndcrgrtlulld i_,ock l.ahl_rati_ry, and I_c_tli

c_t_slaill_l_rcsxtirc itl_l L'(_II_I_IIII l'illU It'_,l'_ _,',cr'¢ allCllll}lcd al Wcllcnhcrg. None of the teStS WIIS

,,uccc',,xlul hccatlsc _I cxl_critllct_ldc'.,i_t'tand illxtrtllllelitatJoll lilllJtalJollS.

15
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A test plan to measure gas-threshold pressure in MB 139 at the WIPP was published in

March i992 (Saulnier, 1992), and the initial in situ threshold pressure test is expected to be

completed in FY93. The test should result in a capillary pressure measurement. However,

because the saturation will not be determined during this in situ test, a laboratory-determined

capillary pressure characteristic curve will be necessary to assess whether a true threshold

pressure was measured. No other in situ two-phase flow measurements at the WIPP are planned

at this time.
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3.0 PROGRAM DEFINITION

This section contains the test objectives, program scope, a description of measuretnent

systems under consideration for use, and general program milestones. Additionai sections

including (1) Experimental Process Description, (2) Instrumentation/Test Equipment/Facililies,

(3) Test Requirements, (4) Data Acquisition Plan, and (5) Data Quality Objectives arc not

contained in this conceptual plan, but will be included in the Test Plan.

3.1 Test Objectives

The Salado Two-Phase f:low l_aboratory Program is designed to provide single- and two-

phase flow data, characteristic curves, and statistical (distribution) information as well as

information regarding appropriate data use to WIPP Program numerical modelers and analysts

(Fluid Flow and Transport and l_erformance Assessment Departments). The program objectives

for each fiscal year are described below.

3.1.1 FY92: Determination of Program Needs-Scoplng Activities

!;Y92 was spent I)crforming the following scoping activities:

1. Determine which research el'forts require two-phase flow data, how the data is to be

used, which rock and flow parameters need to be measured, which rock and flow

parameters are required lk_rproper data interpretation, and which stratigraphic units

arc to be tested.

2. Set priorities Ibr all parameters to bc measured and stratigraphic units to be tested.

3. l)eterminc the state of technology development lk)r measuring these parameters and

identify and a(Idrcss outstanding l)rogrammatic, logistic, or experimental issues.
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3.1.2 FY93: Determination and Evaluation of Test Methods-Preliminary

Experimental Activities

The completion of scoping activities initiated in FY92 and tile following preliminary

experimental activities will be performed during FY93:

1. Determine the appropriate test methodology for each parameter to be measured (as

identified in FY92).

2. Make preliminary measurements of porosity, rock compressibility, single-phase

permeability-versus-stress and investigate the use of computed tomography (CT)

imaging technology for core damage assessment and tracking fluid Ilow through cores.

3. Use cof_ventional core analysis techniques to fully characterize samples in terms of

rninerak;gy, composition, and lnicrofractures.

4. Review technical publications and perform preliminary texts to identify potential

problem areas.

5. Perform experiments to investigate potential problems idelitified in the scoping

activities.

6. Complete Test Plan.

3.1.3 FY94.FY97: lesting Program-Experimental Activities/Analyses

P

Using data and inti_rmation gained from scoping and prelimiIlary expcrimenlal activities

performed in 1.Y92 and FY93, execute appropriate la_,oratory tesls to provide lwo.-phase llow

data, other rock and Ilow data, characteristic curves, statistics, al]d oilier infornlalion to WIPP

Program numerical modelers and analysts.
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3.2 Program Scope

3.2.1 FY92: Determination of Program Needs-Scoplng Activities

The I:Y92 activities described in Section 3.1 are designed to set tile groundwork and

determine the scope of the Salado Two-Phase Flow Laboratory Program. Figure 4 contains a

road map identifying tl_eflow of program activities. As detailed in Figure 4, these activities are

intended to answer tl_e following questions:

1, Who is the customer(s) for this work'?

2, What rock and flow properties need to be measured?

3. What straligraphic units/materials should be tested'?

4, What are the state-oLthe-art technologies, and what is their availability for two-phase

flow and other required measurements?

5. Are there any outstanding programmatic, logistic, or experimental issues?

As a result of FY92 activities, WIPP i'A numerical modelers, SNL Fluid Flow and

Transport numerical modelers and mechanistic model developers, and tluid flow analysts were

identified as program customers. The rock and flow properties requested by these customers

include porosity, rock compressibility, single-phase permeability, threshokl and capillary

pressure, and relative permeability. The pr_gram customers also identified and set a priority

order for the stratigraphie units or other material to be tested: (1) anhydrite interbeds, (2) halite

and impure halite, (3) seal material, and (4)backfill material.

Technical disctLssionswere held with Sandia National l.aboratories (SNI.) scientistsand

external researchers who have experience in two-phase flow nleasurementsin low-permeability

rocks including Illose from the Institute for Gas Teehnol¢Jgy(Chicago, 113, the New Mexico

Petroleum Recovery Research Center (Socorro, NM), Core l,aboratories (l)allas, TX), Golder

Associates, US Geological Survey ([JSGS) (Yucca Mountain), RI_/SPI:.(_(Rapid City, SI)), Rock

Physics Associates (San Jose, CA), and TerraTek (Salt l.ake ('ity, tiT). An exlensive literature

review was initiated II_atcovered related topics including core imaging techniques, conventional
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and special core analysis, relative permeability measurements, threshold pressure measurements,

capillary pressure measurements, and historical research on the Salado Formation anhydrite

interbed layers.

A Technology Advisory Group (TAG) was formed consisting of members of SNL's

technical staff from the Geoscience and Geotechnology Center who have experience, expertise,

or knowledge in relevant areas including natural fractures, core damage, stress state and

effective stress, perm_bility, porosity, capillary pressure, anisotropy, threshold pressure,

heterogeneity, and permeability/stress relationships. The TAG meets regularly and provides

advice and guidance to the Principal Investigator to address programmatic, logistic, and

ex_rimental issues.

3.2.2 FY93: Determination and Evaluation of Test Methods-Preliminary

Experimental Activities

Activities planned for FY93 are divided into four areas: (1) laboratory' core

characterization, (2) preliminary laboratory experiments, (3) reports, and (4) program

development, lnlbrmation gained frownFY93 activities will be used to design the long-term two-

phase flow laboratory program, remediate problems, evaluate the ._,uitabilityof using tight gas

sands correlations as an analog, and assess our ability to restore specimens to their in situ state.

32,21 LABORATORYCORECHARACTERIZATION

There are two objectives of the laboratory core characterization activity. The first

objective is to characterize MB 139 because it varies vertically and laterally in composition, and

data is needed to correlate variations in transport properties with composition. The second

objective is to asse_s coring-induced damage to MB 139 specirnens because damage induced

during coring and laboratory subcoring and finishing may affect laboratory porosity and

permeability measurements. To meet these goals, core samples from MB 139 will be examined

and tested to assess the extent of coring-induced damage (fractures) and characterize lithology,
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mineralogy, and porosity. In addition, the CT core imaging technique will be tested to evaluate

its applicability for identifying and characterizing surface and internal fractures in cores and for

tracking fluid flow through Salado anhydrite cores.

MB 139 anhydrite will be tested using techniques including standard petrographic analysis

and x-ray powder diffraction. Grain-size distribution and composition will be determined using

the petrographic microscope. X-ray diffraction techniques will be used for mineral identification

and quantitative compositional analysis.

The extent of surface damage and the crack density will be assessed using epoxy dye-

penetrants and CT scanning techniques. Techniques to minimize surface damage, including

varying cutting and coring rates, and techniques to remediate surface damage will be

investigated. The results of the core-damage assessment experiments will be used to determine

whether specialized coring equipment such as pressurized core barrels could reduce coring-

induced damage and should be investigated and developed lbr this application. Also, the results

of tests using the CT core imaging technique will be used to make recommendations regarding

its applicability in assessing core damage and tracking fluid flow during tests.

3.2.2.2 PRELIMINARYLABORATORYEXPERIMENTS

The objectives of the prelirninary laboratory experiments are to measure porosity (total and

effective) as a function of stress, measure single-phase permeability under various hydrostatic

stress conditions and flow directions, determine the maximum achievable liquid saturation, and

perform preliminary capillary pressure measurements. The need for these preliminary

measurements is described below:

• Porosity, a fundanlental rock property, is a rneasure of the pore volume within a rock.

Porosity has not been naeasured for the Salado anhydrite material.
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• Permeability, a measure of the ability of a rock to transmit fluids, has been Ineasured in

situ as part of two other test programs and in the laboratory on three poorly described

cores (see Section 2.3.3). Because many paraaneters required for interpretation of the

in situ permeability tests have large uncertainty ranges, it will be necessary to measure

single-phase permeability in the laboratory under more controlled conditions. In

addition, single-phase permeability is required for determining relative perlneability.

• Relative permeability and capillary and threshold pressure are defined in terms of the

relative saturation of the tlttids present in a given porous medium. Single-phase (gas or

liquid) permeability and gas threshold presstlre measurements require complete saturation

of interconnected pore space. Verifying the ability to completely saturate the

interconnected pore space of MB 139 specinlens will substantiate laboratory tests of both

single- and two-phase permeability and threshold presstirc.

• As described in Section 3.3.6, there arc a number of methods available lk:lrnleasuring

capillary presstlre in the laboratt>ry. Two methods will be used to measure capillary

presstire on a small set of core samples to help determine which mettaod(s) should be

used in subsequent tests.

Knowledge gained from this activity will be used to design and implement ftJture tests to

measure threshold pressure, capillary presstlre, and relative permeability. Additionally, this

information will be used to evaluate the suitability of using tight gas sands correlations as a

Salado analog and to jtlstil'y the laboratory approach by assessing the ability to restore specimens

to their in situ state.

3.2,2.3 REPORTS

Four reports are planned ik_r t:Y93 to meet program ol%iectives:

I
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1. "Evaluation of Laboratory Techniques to Measure Relative Permeability for the Salado

Formation Anhydrite Interbeds at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,"

2. "Evaluation of Experimental Techniques to Measure Threshold Pressure for the Salado

Formation Anhydrite lnterbeds at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant,"

3. A report containing the results of core-damage assessment including recommendations for
core-damage minimization, and

4. "Saiado Two-Phase Flow Laboratory Program Test Plan."

The first two reports will be used to determine the appropriate test methodology for two-

phase flow parameters, and the third report will address concerns related to core damage

assessment and recommendations for damage minimization, The recommendations from the

evaluation of threshold-pressure and relative permeability measurement techniques reports will

be used to determine the appropriate methodology for making these measurements and to

determine whether such tests should be pertbrmed in-house or by contractors. The Test Plan

will be an expansion of this conceptual plan and will incorporate recommendations from the two-

phase flow method evaluation reports and the results from the core characterization and

preliminary laboratory tests.

3,2.2.4 PROGRAMDEVELOPMENT

TechnologyAdvisoryGroup

The Salado Two-Phase Flow Laboratory Program will continue to evolve and change to meet

program demands and needs. The "rAG will continue to act in an advisory capacity to address

concerns and issues.

CollaborativeProgramwith Gesellschaftfur Reaktorslcherheltand ForschungszentrumJulich

In Marcia 1992, scientists from Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) and

Forschungszentrum Julich (KFA) attended the Radioactive Waste Technical Exchange in

Albuquerque. At the meeting, a tentative agreement was made lor technical exchange and
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collaborative work in developing techniques to measure two-phase flow properties in salt and

anhydrite. As a result, information exchange and coordination meetings were held with these

scientists from GRS and KFA in November 1992 in Julich, Germany, to discuss coordination

of work on two-phase flow properties. These meetings were intended to formally establish a

cooperative program and included technical discussions of the planned WIPP two-phase flow

laboratory program, experirnental methods, and the need to develop new experimental

techniques. During the meetings in (;ermany, it was acknowledged that the German two-phase

flow program was currently unfunded and that when funding is received, their efforts will focus

on measuring two-phase flow properties of halite, rather than anhydrite. In light of the GRS and

KFA funding situation and area of interest, it was agreed that a cooperative program is not

appropriate at this tinle. However, informal information exchanges between the two programs

will continue, and the possibility of developing a collaborative program will be reconsidered in

December 1993.

3.2.3 FY94-FY97 Testing Program-Experimental Activities/Analyses

The Salado Two-Phase Flow l.,aboratory Program is expected to be ready to begin

measurements tbr anhydrite threshold and capillary pressures and relative permeability (gas and

liquid) in FY94, as shown in Figure 4. Details of the long-term, two-phase flow test program

will be included in the upcoming Test Plan.

3.3 Measurement Systems

The American Petroleum Institute (API, 1960) established standards and guidelines for

meastJring porosity and intrinsic permeability (single-phase tests)on full-diarneter cores and core

plugs. These original standards are being updated as a result of technological advances, but as

in the original standards, the new guidelirles arc not expected to include any reference to relative

permeability, ttareshold pressure, or capillary pressure measuremer_ts. The SCA recognized this

oversight and in 1992 initiated a program to establish guidelines for laboratory rneasurernent of

I
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capillary pressure and relative permeability. As of the publication date of this report, the SCA

study is still in progress and relative permeability, capillary pressure, and threshold pressure

measurement guidelines have not been published,

Core characterization, core damage assessment, porosity, and single-phase permeability

measurements and analyses will follow API or other accepted standards. Because no standards

or guidelines exist for measuring relative permeability, capillary pressure, or threshold pressure,

test methodology evaluations will be performed during FY93 to determine the appropriate

approach for measuring these two-phase parameters. In some cases, more than one measurement

technique may be used to accurately quantify these parameters.

As required, all design drawings and material specilications will be made part of the SNL

"Quality Assurance Program Description" (QAPI)). Details of the measurement systems and

analysis will be found in the evaluation reports (see Section 4.2.2) and Test Plan, but a general

discussion of measurement systems for the two-phase flow tests is lbund in this section.

3,3.1 Core Characterization

The composition of MB 139 varies in the lateral and vertical directions, and data are needed

to correlate variations in flow properties with composition. MB 139 core samples will be

examined and tested on a microscopic scale to assess the extent of coring-induced damage

(fractures) and characterize lithology, mineralogy, and porosity using standard petrographic

analysis techniques as described by Basan et al. (1988). Thin-section analysis will be used to

identify matrix, detrital, cement, and pore composition and define the nature (type and

distribution) of porosity. X-ray diffraction (XRD), which can account for components too small

to be identified using light microscopy (I..M) techniques, will be used to identify and quantify

bulk rock and clay mineralogies. In addition, scanning electron microscopy (SI;M) will be used

to determine the morphology and location of clays, qualitatively evaluate pore geometry, and

further define porosity.
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3.3.2 Core Damage Assessment

Damage in the form of microfractures may be induced during drill coring, laboratory

subcoring, and finishing operations on recovered rock specimens. Core damage may affect

laboratory measurements of porosity, capillary and threshold pressure, and _rmeability, and

unless the core can be restored to its in sittt state, laboratory-derived parameters may nt_t be

representative of the Salado far-lield, In addition to the microsc(_pic core characteri/ation tests

previously described, two macroscl_pic techniques (standard ep_xy dye-penetrant impregnation

techniques, and C'_"imaging) will be applied dtlring the preliminary core analysis in I:Y93 tt_

evaluate their effectiveness for damage delection and qtlalllificalJon ill MB 13q cores.

Techl_iqttes to minimi_,e surface damage, including varying cutting and coring rates, and

techniques to remediate surface damage will also be investigated. ()ther techniques° such as

acoustic wave velocity and resistivity measttreme.ls, may be used to determine the relatio.sl_ips

between stress state, damage, and permeability,

The results of the core-damage assessment experiments will be used to determine whether

spccializcd coring equipment could effectively reduce corirlg-induced damage and should be

investigated and developed ibr this application, Also, the results t_l' tests usi.g the ('T core

imaging technique will be used to nlake recommendations regarding its applicability in assessing

or)re damage and tracking tluid llt)w during lesls,

3,3.2,1 EPOXY DYE-PENETRANT IMPREGNATION

Standard epoxy dyeopenetrant imi_regtmtion is intemlcd It_I_rovitlc Inacroscol'fic qua.lilative

information and qualitative visual illustration of ct_ritlg-imluced damage ct'Ibcts, In this siml)le

technique, the outer surface of a cylindrical core sanll)le is injcclt.d with an epoxy dye-penelrant

st tact orwhile under pressure, 'l'lle epoxy-dye mixture then Ilows intt_ the core thrt_ugh ir""

internal fractures, The epoxy is allowed t() cure, then the el)oxyocoattrd core is removed from

its container and cut in half longitudinally as shown in I:igttre 5, ('orirtg_indtjced damage is

quantified by comparing the outer core surface with the inner lUalerial by cotmti.g fractures that
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advanced through the app_ratu_ anti _clmned at Iixe(I increments. (_*L.npuler_d'lware

reconstruct_two-ditnen_i(mal im_lge_((_r _lice_) in the plane t_f_mx_raybeamdirected through

lhe t)hjecl at many dilTerenl imgle_. A _erie_t)t the Iwt)_ditnen_iLm_lim_ge_i_ tl_ed tt__h_w

three=dimen_ionaife_lure_within an _hje_:t,

Oo,xl agreement exi_t_ between ('Tdetermined I_ro_ity =rodIx_ro_itydetermined from

_tandardpetrographyand c¢_reattaly_i_ I_¢_r(_ii field core._, ('T imaBin¢ will be evaluated in

FYg,%l_r u_ in identiFyin_and eharacteri_inlt__urfaceand internal fraclure_. A_ il!u_tratedin

Figttre _,. whole-corewan will he I_rl'ornled on a I.,_moltmg vertical _¢cti(m(tf c.re drilled

throughMI? I]g t¢_deicerc¢_ring_induced_url_cefracture_andti=|tural,_rc(_ring._inducedinternal

fracture. ARer the initial _¢'an,the whtHeoet_rewill _ _t=b_ct_rettto prt_luee_mallerptt=g_i_e

0

Drill Core Sc_n Whole Core

Plug Cores Scan Plug Cores
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cores. The plugcoreswill thenbes¢llnnedwhih:dryandduringIi fluid t]owtest to detectany

newlah(iratory-coring-induced(tr finishing-inducedFractures,

3.3.3 Porosity

Porosityis a measureof thevoid_l)aeeor storage capacitytit"a r¢_karidisquantifieda_the

ratioof void(pore)VOIttlItCor a ri..'k_mplc i,) it._toialor bulkviiiume(BrainvoJilJlleplusl_lre

volume),Determinationof I_ro_ity, ¢. requirc__olulionof l_uations6 arid?andmeasurement

of twoof thefollowingthrw variables:!x!revoiunte (Vp), grainvidume(V,), andbulkvolume

(Vh),

('hoi_ i_fliOm_iiyni_asur_iiieniil,i;hiiiqiiedel_ndsUlXinth_typeof ro_-k,tinic avaihthlc,and

whethertlnl_lekl to iiieitsurelitliil lit _fl_i_liveIxtriiiiiy, Ttiliil i'_lril_ily is i:iih:uiiilcdusinI the

it_ilil txtrc vilhinic of the saiilltle, wtt_rcii_cftWiive tiorolily is i:lih:lihiicd tlliil t only the

inier_t!nl!e_il,,dporeviduiileof the_tiiiltll_, Tli¢ tlifh:reii¢_t_elwecrilltlitl alid_ffei:livelirttliiy

liiiiy I_ nellilihle Ibr i_rtiit'iihl_, tiilli,tli_rilsiiy rll_:ks hul iiiiiy lic _itniticlinl fiir iithi, low _

ixirtitily rl_,'k! wtl_r¢ lhl,' I)_Ire_ iiri,' iiill vi+i,,il,i_ltiine¢leil, In leneral, et'lTi:iive l_trosiiy i_

litelililr_ll tin iflllii'i rock _iliilll_l, illld Ioliil llrttsiiy iiieiiiiirelli_iils r_qiiirf,, t:ru_hint the llll!ll_,

lielltils of ih_ t'ollitwilil li:chiiiqiil, s liar iiii, ii_iirlli t Illre, lriiin, iiiid tiiilk vollllilCs iir_ foiind in

Ih_ Hfi'ltlllll!ftll/t'i/ /!viii'Ill'i' Dtr lltl_'l ('_trr.Atllitv,it_ ilitlti'rtltiri' iAIq, ILibli),

3 3 3 t PORE VOLUME (V,,)

PC!revtllulile i'lili t_ Ilii,'ii_iirl'd directlyby rc_iiiiiriili!lg ltl_ vitit! Sl_ltC_ill a _leali, dry¢i_r_by

¢itl_tti' IwOlii_ihilh' i) _viil:ilitlillI iuid_iluriiiintl with liquid, i_r_i tiluriiiilig Ih_liOilev_iliil_d
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pore space with helium or other gas, i]ecause liquids may drain from large surface pores° the

liquid saturation method is not suitable for vuggy samples. However, if proper precautions are

taken (i.e,, the core is wrap_d with a screen and contained within a rubber sleeve-the screen

prevents the rubber sleeve from _xtruding into surface rugs--and confining pressure is applied

! to seal surfaces of the _mp!e), the gas saturation method can be used, The gas saturation

technique, which applies Boyle's law, is an excellent method esp'-cially when hcliutn is used,

tte!ium molecules are stnall, they rapidly _netrate into tiny pores, and because I_elium is inert,

it is not adsorbed (m r(_,,ksurfaces as air might he (Keelan, 1972).

3332 BULKVOLUME(V.)

Bulk volume can be determineda numberof ways including calipered length measurements,

u_ of a calibrated mercury pump (l_m_simeter), or application of' Archimedes principle.

I_cause none of the_estandard methods i_ designedt¢_he _rt'ormed under overburdenstress

condttittns, vrror_ can he intr¢_lucediI' the rock compacls stgn=l=_:,mtlyat overburden stre_s,

in the caliper meth¢_t, core ¢lintensi¢m is measured wilh a caller and appropriate

mathematical fiwmula¢ are applied to calculate the bulk volume, This technique is simple and

d¢_ not require sophi_ticaled equipment, hut it is not applicable t¢_irregularly shaped cores

(i.e,, nonright cylinders) bec_ltl_evalid average dimt.,nsi¢_nscannot he determined,

Hulk wtlumes of _mi_llplug_c=ult'...determinedu_inga calibratedmercury t_ump,also kn_._wn

=isa mercury t_ro_imeler, In lilts m¢ll_l, the bulk volume i_ cldculated in the l'ollowir_g
!

manner: 1) the v¢_lume_,_fa chan_ber(V,_)is determined hy filling it wilh m_:rcury,2)mercury

i_ drained fr¢m_lhe chamber, 3)the core _mple i_ placed in 11_¢chaml_er,4) the chaml_er(with

core in place)is re!illed with mercury(V_), The bulk volume:is thenc_lc_ttatedby subtracting

V,,_ fr¢)ln V=, a_ _li(_wn itl I' ' '_'qtldtlt It 8.
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This method is not applicable for rocks with surface pores because mercury may penetrate

surface vugs or pores and the bulk volunle of the samples would be underestimated,

Archimede's principle is applied to measure bulk volume using mercury as described in

Basan et al, (1988): (l) a core sample is cleaned, dried and weighed, (2) a beaker of mercury

is weighed (W.=), (3) the core is submerged in the Inercury-filled beaker, and (4) the core in the

mercury-filled beaker is reweighed (WHj_..,,_), Bulk volume is calculated as described in

I_.iuation 9, where/hi= is the density oi' rnercury.

V_= [WH¢.c,o,.-Wn_1/p._ . (9)

Although less toxic fluids can be used, mercury is a nearly perfect nonwetting fluid because it

will not enter the pore space. Error in this and the porosimeter methods can be introduced by

the development of a hydraulic head as the rock is immersed in mercury. Studies show that the

most reliable procedure is to submerge the sample under less than 4 mm of mercury (Basan et

al., 1988).

3,333 GRAINVOLUME(VJ

The Boy!e's law double-cell porosimeter is the most widely used device fi_rdetermining grain

volui11e. In the Illetllod outlined by Basan el al. (1988), the core is placed in a sample chamber

that is connected by a valve to a reference chamber, where a transducer measures pressure, 'l'h_:

reference chamber is initially isolated from the sample chamber and filled with gas, often

helium, to a reference pressure. The connecting valve is then opened to allow the helium

pressure to eqt|ilibrate between the two chaln['_¢rs, and the t'itlal pressure is a function oi" the

grain volume, This quick technique is valid on clean atld dry samples, Grain volume in whole

cores illay also he calculated using measured sample weight and knowledge of average grain

density, but this method is not applicable for heterogeneous rocks.
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Two other methods,summation-or-fluids and resaturation, are also usedto determine porosity

directly, but are better suited to high porosity/high permeability (i,e,, oil reservoir rocks).

According to Basan etal. (1988), summation-of-fluids uses a retort to drive off and recover

fluids (oil, water, and/or gas) from a crushed core. The volume of each recovered fuid is

determined, and, on another crushed core sample, the bulk and void volumes are determined by

mercury displacement and injection, respectively. Porosity is calculated by dividing the sum of

the recovered fluid volume by the bulk volume. Error may he introduced because two different

cores are used and, because some of the fluid may remain in the rock, low porosity

measurements may result, especially in tight rocks. In the restoration metllod, bulk and pore

volumes ark obtained by comparing tile weight of a clean dry core with that of the same core

saturated with a fluid of known density. This technique should not be used in vuggy carbonates

because fluids may he lost from tile surface during weighing. Also, because the core is saturated

in a vacuum, when tile sample is returned to atmospheric pressure tbr weighing, the fluid

draining from the core may carry grains away.

Total and efl_'clive porosity will be meastlred fi_r MI3 139 core samples as part of the

preliminary tests scheduled for t'Y93. Information on tile specific measurement systems is not

available at this time, but will I_e included in the Test Plan.

3.3.4 Permeability

Permeability is a measure of the ability of a porous nlc(liuill to translllit fluid. Permeability

measurements can hc made in the laboratory using steady-state or tltlStca(ty-state techniques.

Using standard steady_-state iat_oratory equipment developed lor the oil and gas industry,

measurements ot'absolute permeability (also referred to as intrinsic or single-pllase permeability)

ranging from i0 _' to 2 × IO _ m" (approximately l x It) "_to 20 darcys) can be made on full

diameter and plug-size cores (K¢¢lan, 1972). Specialited techniques incorporating unsteady-state

or transient techniques were developed for the tlndcrgrotlnd gas storage industry and yield

measurements as low as i() '_ m' (1()" darcys).
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33.4,1 STEADY-STATEMETHODS

Steady-statepermeability is determined in the laboratoryby measuringthe ll,_w r=lteand

pressure differential across a _haped clare while a f]uid i_ pa_ed through the ,,'_m.,. Thi_

techniqueis valid il" laminar t1¢1wconditionsexist (i.c., llow fair: i_ Prol_,_rlionalto the pressure

gradient)and if n¢_reactionoccurshelwe¢=lthe r¢,,'kandllowing iluid. Nl=mdardpr¢_¢,dure_liar

measuring single-phase_rmeahility arc dc_.'ribed in API R1'27 and AI'I RP40 (API, IqS_;

1960), which also include sch_:mati¢diasrmn_and cquatmns l'¢_rcalculating l_rmeahilily h_r

specific testcondition_. _tcady-_tat¢meth¢_l._are _low, ¢_¢ially lbr low i_crmcahililyr(w,:k_,

Dry ga._is thestandard iluid u_d in permeability mca,,_=rcm¢nt_becauseit i_ ncmorei_,¢tivg

with rock andeasyt¢_use, butnon-reactiveliquid_areal_oaplflicable. Slcady_tat¢ pc,rmeabilily

isdeterniined by placin_a cleandry coreof knt_wndimensionsinto achanlher, ,_rl'_rmcameler,

and tlowing gas or liquid ti_roughthe ctm: while measuring Ih¢ presst=redil'lereuceacro_ lhe

core and the gas or liquid flow rate. (ieneralized equalion_for calculating t_rme_,hilily tm a

core clot as a right-circular cylinder under h_min_r tlow cOllditions are pre_.,ntedh_low it_

l_quations10a and l()b liar ga_and liquid, respectively.
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where

k_ = gas permeability
k_ = liquid permeability

Q,, = gas flow rate at outlet end

P,, = outlet pressure (often equal to atmospheric pressure)

P, = inlet pressure

p._ = gas viscosity
/a_ = liquid viscosity
L = length of core

A = cro_s-sectional area of core, perpendicular to direction of flow.

(Note that permeability can be measured in the laboratory under turbulent flow conditions using

several different tlow rates and Forscheimer's equation. )

Differences between gas and liquid permeabilities measured in the laboratory are noted

in the literature and are generally attributed to the Klinkenberg, or gas slippage, effect (i.e., gas

has higher velocity near a grain surface than a liquid, see below). Likewise, differences between

in situ and laboratory measured permeability for either gas or liquid may be attributed to the

absence of sufficient confining stress on the core during laboratory measurements.

KlinkenbergEffect

Klinkenberg (1941) investigated gas flow through porous media and found variations in

the measured permeabilities depending upon the gas or nonreactive liquid used and the mean

pressure, P,,,, existing in the core during the test. The differences in gas permeabilities were

attributed to gas slippage, which occurs when the diameter of the pores approaches the mean free

path of the gas. As expected, low permeability rocks are more sensitive to the Klinkenberg

effect than high-permeability rocks (Keelan, 1972).

As shown in Figure 7, in a plot of gas permeability versus the reciprocal of the mean

pressure, a straight line is tbrmcd for each gas that can be extrapolated to a single infinite mean
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Figure 7. Permeability versus reciprocal mean pressure (after Klinkenberg, 1941).

pressure value. This extrapolated mean pressure corresponds to a permeability, k_, that is

comparable to a permeability measured tbr a core fully saturated with a nonreactive liquid. The

relationship between measured gas permeability and equivalent liquid permeability, k_ and k_,

respectively, is expressed in Equation 11.

kg=k I (l+b/P m) (11)

where

P,, = the mean flowing pressure (absolute) of the gas during the test

k_ = the value of permeability corresponding to infinite mean pressure and liquid

permeability

Iq = the value of permeability for a gas at Pm
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b = a rock- and gas-specific constant that depends upon the mean free path of the

gas and the pore structure of the rock and varies inversely with the average

pore radius.

Correlations are available that relate the laboratory-measured air permeabilities to

equivalent liquid permeabilities. These correlations yield values of sufficient accuracy for

sandstones and some lirnestones, but are not applicable to whole core permeability measurements

because of the larger degree of heterogeneity.

3.3.4.2 UNSTEADY-STATEMETHODS

Unsteady-state methods, including pulse decay (Freeman and Bush, 1983) and pressure

transient (Hseih et al,, 1981), are used for measuring hydraulic properties of low permeability

core samples in the laboratory. These methods use pressure transient analysis to infer

permeability.

Pulse-Decay

This transient flow method was introduced by Brace et al. (1968) to measure the

permeability of Westerly Granite. In this method, a cylindrical core sample is connected to two

fluid reservoirs--one on the upstream end and the other on the downstream end of the

core--each initially at the same pressure. The experiment is initiated by suddenly increasing,

or pulsing, the pressure in the upstream end of the core causing the fluid to flow through the

core to the downstream reservoir. The pressure decay in the upstream end of the core is

monitored, and the permeability is calculated from the pressure decay versus time data. This

method can be perlbrmed at simulated in situ stress conditions.

PressureTransient

As described by Freeman and Bush (1983), the sample is also connected to two

reservoirs in this method; however, the downstream reservoir volume is approximately the same
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as the sample pore volume. A gas is introduced into the upstream end of the sample at a

pressure greater than atmospheric, but well below the sample's external confining pressure. As

the gas flows through lhe salnple, the pressure in the smail-volt_me downstream reservoir is

monitored as it increases. Permeability is then calculated from the pressure buildup data used

to determine the flow rate out of the sample. This method can be performed at simulated in

site stress conditions.

3.34,3 EFFECTSOF STRESSONPERMEABILITY

Differences between in situ and laboratory recast|red permeability for either gas or liquid

may be attributed to differences ill, or the absence of, sufficient confining stress on the core
I

during laboratory measurements. Tests show that laboratory-measured single-phase permeability

is significantly reduced when confining pressure is applied to cores during permeability tests

(Fatt and Davis, 1952; Gray el al., 1963). Jones alid Owens (1980) noted that tbr their Tight

Gas Sands core samples, permeability was reduced by an order of magnitude when hydrostatic

confining pressure equal to a net overbtlrden pressure was applied. Ftlrther, their findings

agreed with Mcl.atchie et al. (1958) and showed that, ill general, the lower tile core

permeability, the more it is al'l_cled by coni'ining pressure. (The effects of stress and the

concept of efl_ctive stress are addressed ill ScgtiOll 3.3.7.)

Single-phase permeability measuremenls planned for I:Y93 as part of the preliminary MB

139 tests will include both gas and liquid (brine and non-reactive mineral spirits) permeability

tests, The brine permeability tests will hc designed to allow for sampling of tile brine prior to

entering the core and after flowing throtlgh the core, and tile brine composilion will be analyzed

to determine it' the brine is reacting with tile core material, These gas and liqtlid permeability

tests will be conligured so/hat lhe llow direclion is parallel to tile bedding plane. Another set

of gas permeability tests will he performed with permeability meastlrcments made perpendicular

to the bedding plane. These tests will help determine tile magnittKle of permeability anisotropy

in MB 139. The gas permeability meast|rements will he corrected for Klinkenberg effects. All
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permeability tests will be performed under net effective stress conditions to simulate in situ stress

conditions.

3.3.5 Capillary and Threshold Pressure

Several WIPP numerical modelers requested measurement of gas threshold displacement

pressure and capillary pressure for the Salado anhydrite interbeds. Gas threshold pressure, as

described below, is actually a point on a capillary pressure characteristic curve, and can be

measured directly or in conjunction with capillary pressure curves. It is intended, within the

scope of this program, to measure capillary pressure characteristic curves over a complete

saturation range, thus providing both threshold pressure and capillary pressure data and

independent measurement of threshold pressure.

Gas threshold displacement pressure is the pressure that the gas (nonwetting phase) must

reach to overcome the pore pressure and capillary effects (threshold ,r,r,:ssure) to enter a porous

media and displace the wetting-phase fluid. Capillary effects are quantified as capillary (P_) or

threshold pressure (P,). Threshold pressure is related to the capillary pressure characteristic

curve as shown in Figure 2 and is defined as either: 1) the endpoint pressure on the capillary

pressure-versus-saturation curve corresponding to a wetting-phase saturation of 1.0, or 2) the

pressure on the capillary pressure-versus-saturation curve at the nonwetting-phase critical

saturation. The first definition applies to the initial penetration of the nonwetting phase fluid into

the wetting-phase saturated por¢_us medium, and the second applies to the development of a

nonwctting phase continuum through the core and initial breakthrough for the nonwetting-phase

fluid.

3.3.5.1 DIRECTLABORATORYMEASUREMENTOFTHRESHOLDPRESSURE

Direct methods for measuring threshold pressure in the laboratory include the pressure

leveling technique, constant rate technique (Rudd, 1974), and the pressure-step method described

by Thomas ct al. (1968). Historically, the natural gas storage industry was interested in
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determining the threshold presstire of low-permeability media, and most of the direct threshold

pressure measurement techniques were developed to support gas storage technology.

Constant..RateTechnique

Constant-rate injection techniques are used to determine threshold pressure independent

of capillary pressure. A known quantity of gas is introduced into a brine-saturated core at a

very low constant rate. Pressure is recorded at the inflow lace as the pressure increases. When

the threshold pressure is reached, the slope of the pressure buildup curve decreases or reverses

as gas enters the sample (Rudd, 1974).

PressureLevelingTechnique

The pressure leveling technique was developed from a constant rate test to overcome

some of the problems inherent to the pressure-step technique: a fixed volume of gas at a known

pressure (greater than the expected threshold pressure) is applied at the input end of a core. The

gas expands into the core until it equilibrates or "levels" with the threshold pressure. Rudd

(1974) compared results from this method with threshold presstire measured using the presstire-

step method and found good agreement. Where discrepancies did exist, he found the pressure

leveling technique to be more valid.

Rudd also applied this technique sequentially to the same core sample, and as expected,

found that the threshold pressure is dependent upon the specific surface encountered within a

core, usually at or very near the gas-input end of the core. He recommends applying the

technique at a mininaum of two zones in a single core.

Compressibility and gas diffusion problems can be factors in this technique when gas is

used as the nonwetting phase lluid. However, because the gas presstire is monitored throughout

the test, equilibration is readily observed and test time is significantly redticed.
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Pressure-StepMethod

The pressure-step method has been used for the i)ast 30 years to measure threshold

pressure in the laboratory. This method consists of introducing ga,_iratelhe emt ofa brine-

saturatedcore, allowing the core/gas/brine sy.stemto equilibrate, and observing theoutflow end

of the core to detect the first fluid movement from the core. The ga_ pressure i,s inerea,_ed

incrementally until iluid tlows from the core, There are two significant problems with thi_

method: (1) long equilibration times, and (2) compressibility of the gas, brine, rc_k, and

experimental apparatus, Equilibration time at each pressure step can range from hours to days,

depending upon the permeability of the sample. Compressibility ()f the gas and brine can also

be a problem because the initial input ot' gas into the pore is aeCOlllnlodated tly comi)ression of

the gas and brine until il can be bled off through the whole core (i,ludd, 1974). I,lecau,sethis

mu.stbe repeatedat every pressurestep, this methodis very time-cotlsuming. The length of time

required for these tests add,sexperimental complicalio|},s .suchas c_mtinuously maintaining

constant pressure for days and I_reventing minute gas leaks, Am_lher problem that J!my be

erleounteredisgasdifftlsingintothebrine,whicI_may be mltipatedby ',,aturalirlgthegaswith

water,

3.3.5.2 INDIRECTLABORATORYMEASUREMENTOF THRESHOLDPRESSURE

'i'hreshold pressure ix obtained imlireclly from capillary-pressure characteristic curve._,

The capillary pressure curve also provides data cm the irreducible welting-I)hase saturali_m that

is crucial for defining elTective saturation for both the IIrooks and (,orey (1064) and l'arker el

al. (1987) correlations. Threshold Im:ssure is determined by extral:_olatingor interl}olaling lhe

capillary pressurecurve to the ai)prt_prialesaturati_mvalue _f either I()()% wetting pha.se(brine)

saturationor critical m)nwetting phase(gas) saluralitm as sh()wn in I:igure 2. t Jsing the.indirect

rrtethodsfordeterlniningthresholdpressureixadvantage(_u.,,,becauselhesemeth¢)dsprovidethe

entirecapillarypressurecurve,whichixnecessaryI'orjustifyingtheuxeof'theI,Ir(_oksaml('orey

(!964)amIlorI_'arkeretal.(I_41"17)c_>rre!ationsintheI_Amodels.
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Uapillary prc_.re, P,, i_ the pressure differL'nce _cr_ all i.ieria¢c _tween iwt_

P,,.,P,,_o( I % ) II21
r t r_

where

I).. _. pre_.re ¢)f tile llonwellillJ pha_

P. = pre_.re irt the wellirl_ phaw

o _ i.terflicial lelt_i¢_lt

r= , r:, = principal radii of c.rvalure of a llOlttl ¢ilt the i.lt:ri_i.'t:_.

l.a!)oratory twhniquc_t. mea_Ltre¢.l)=llary !)red,ere are divided into _latic or dyttanti_

_l)i n irlct.dc Ihe iwtr.._ ptaie,(time de|_lldellt)Illelll(x!_, The _liilic ilt_'th¢kl_(liwtt_*(l ill lhi_ '

centrifuge, and tile mercury injecti_m meth,..|_, i. itdditi_.l, u.¢ dy.itmii: melh_Nti_ al_

Poroui Plato

i

di=zphragm, mcth,_l rcquire_ a t_;rmvatde memhrmte lh_t! _.'.nlain_a ..il_)rm _r_ _i/e

di._trihution,The imr¢ _|/e' di_tril_utioni_ _lectL'd_) ih=ttthedt_I_ _l,.;Hl__ _ fluid will noi penelrale

the membranewhenthe applied )re_ure i_ I_elow_z_l_'ted value, Pr_.re i_ .pplied aCm_

tile membrane,madeof material__ucha_ l?itk,d gla_ or ,.'elhq)hanL',a.d i_ l.¢rva_.d m u.al!

increments. The ¢¢)rei_ all¢_wedt,) _tahili/e at _ach I)re_ur_ _tel) wh_rc thv _t.ratl,m of tile

core is cltlci.llitt_d, 'l'lzi_ izle!h(_lha_ thea(lvantagi.,lhat ally L'i_)l)lhimiti_qlt_l' ll.ld_ mlty l_ tl_d

and both drainag_aml illlt)il)itlt)n curve_ can he ot)tliim:d, htit it i_ lillle,t,'ott_tllilill= he¢'ai!_ ell

I()ng equilihrali{._ litlle_ ;.ld nlity l;|k_ _everill wcek_ to ¢()ml)lete ml etllir_ cal illary i)r_ure

{:urve, I:luid distribution thro_lgh¢_utthe _amplei_ proh=d}lym_l unil_)rmal a.y !il!le_
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dilf_rsiial _lw_. phaw_ in AnRit!llquid _y_l_m, it ¢_n_ u._cdf_r limede_nd_.l _lUfSliOii

_ff_!_ uml vi_m.l_ ifi_lahilily ,fl Ca_di_pl_i._ liquid, |ts_'_ever,fi.id di_lrihtili_m lhmuBhttut

[ !he _mple may m_ _ umfi_rm_

(;e!l!fi!Uje _Itd IIICfI;Itf)' tlt|I_'_llI|t| mV!h¢_l_,will _ ,!i_l_,' t. t*_i'_). 1¢_d_l_r|.i.e tile lim_l
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wmple_, A.__rt _tf the FYO._Ex_rimenlal S¢',_pin8Activit=e_, preliminary laboratory te_l_

are plannedu_ing the fnerc|lry il|jecli(_nand Cenlrlfu_e inelhrK|_I() a_,_ their applicability in

lht_ pint!ram, The _ult_ of lhi.__ludy will be includedtn the Test Plan,

3.3,0 Relative Permeability

Wher_s intrinsic or abmiute _rmeahility i_ a measure;ff lhe ea_ wilh which a _int_le

fluid will Row through a tx_mu_medium, relative _rm_bility ¢o|ttp.are,,_theca_ with which

a fluid will flow througha _r;_u_ medium whenanotherfluid i_ pre_nt, When two nuid_ flow

Ihr(J._h a txlmu_ medium_imuliane;)u_ly,each fluid ha_il_ own effective _rm_btltty, andthe

_gm;if the iwo cffwtive _r||teabilitte_ i_ alway_ le_ thanthe intrinsic t_rabmlute _rm_bility,

Relative _rmeah|lity f;_rwellin_ and nonwetlin_ pha_ i_ de_ribcd in I;.qualion_1.1and 14,

and a plot_of _lalive _rmeabilily i_ _hown in Figure 9,

k _ ^h_dutc _r t.lr=n_i_."wrm_ahility

k..(_.) _ liflct¢llve wrmcah=lily ;ff lmnwellinl_pha_cal %_l|irati;}nS.

k.,(No) _ liflwl=ve wrm¢abilily ¢_fwetting pha%cat _tur_tli,m _,

k,..(_,,) _ Relative wrmcah=lity_1'nl,iltw_ttin_ pha_e_|!_l.r_=litm ._. i

k,.(_.) _ Hclal=vcwrmcahil)ly t_l_w|,,ll=nl_pha_ at '_tlt=ral|;m_.,
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Techniques used to measure relative _rmeability fall into one of two categories: steady-

state tests and unsteady-state or transient tests. Unsteady-state tests are nlore common, requiring

less time than steady-state tests, but the debate continues as to which technique better reflects

in situ flow conditions (Basan el al,, 1988).

3,38.1 STEADY.STATEMETHODS

In steady-state measurements of relative permeability, effective permeability is calculated

as a function of saturation, and calculations are based upon the assumption that Equations 13 and

14 correctly model two-phase llow. l)irect measurements are then required of volumetric flow

rates, pressure differences across the core sample, and saturation levels. Steady-state methods

are slow because time is required for the fluids to equilibrate in the rock at each saturation _int,

typically taking a few days to weeks, de_nding utx)n the permeability. The literature refers to

a number of techniques tot making steady-state relative l_rrneability measurements including the

Hassler method, Penn State method, Hafford method, and dispersed-feed method. Basically,

each of these techniques depends upon the same flow mechanism, and they differ only in the

way fluid is introduced into the core and in the way adjustments are made for end effects.

End effects arise from a saturation discontinuity existing at the outflow face of the core

because the fluids flowing through the core are discharged into a region wild of the porous

medium, At the outflow face, all the tquids exist at the same pressure; whereas immediately

within the pores of the rock at the outflow lace, capillary pressure conditions require that the

saturation of the wetting phase approach 10()% and a saturation gradient is established in the

wetting phase of the flow system (Amyx et al., 1960).

Steady-state measurements typically follow these steps to obtain a drainage or

desaturation curve (Amyx et al., 1960): 1) a core sample is selected, finished, t'tllly saturated

with the wetting-phase fluid, and mounted in a core holder or rubber sleeve; 2) the test cell is

prepared, and the ends of the core sample are connected to appropriate porous disks or other

devices to minimize end efl;ects; 3) the two fluids are introduced at the inlet end through separate
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systemsat a predeterminedrarity;4) the fluids are fl(_wedthrough Ihe clare until the produced

fluid ratio equalsthe inlet fluid ratic_;5) the ccJresystemis cc)nsi(tcredt_)he in sleady_late tl_w,

nnd the saturationsare measuredand relative permeability calculatedt'()r lhal _lurali()ri lX)iril;

6) the inlet fluid rati(_ is increasedas am)re(_f"the wetting_phasefluid i, removed until _teady

stateconditions are reached. These step,_arc repeateduntil theenlire relative ixmne_bility curve

is obtained, An imhihiti(m curve can also he (_htainedby initially saluralin_ the c(_rewith the

nonwetting-phasefluid, and the inlet fluid rali()s begin with high n(mwetlin_ l)h_t_evalue_ and

end with high wetting-phasev_tlue_.

Saturati_.msaremeasuredeither internally _,rexternally in a v_lriely cDf_f'_l_hitm_.I;.xternal

metht_is include nleasurement _f' c_re resistivity, rem_v_tl _I"ct_re i'mm le_t cell f_r weisht

measurement, and a v_lumetric hahmcet_t _dl fluids injected and prt_duced lYemzthe _mple.

The saturation can be measuredinternally using x_r_zy_r radi_aclivv tr_cer _can_.

3362 UNSTEADY.STATEMETHODS

According t¢)R¢)se(19[,,17),in un_le;tdy._Ntlerelative l_'rmeability tests, the tile==i_ It) i

observe the cumulative pmduclmn tY_m_c_mtr_)liedtwt_pha_,ell_)w ext_rimenl_ and the.,,hack.

calculate relative t_rmeahiliiy values that_re ctmsistent with the_h,,erved_utc_,,e_, Thi_ lack

¢_t"certainty in interpretatiem¢_1'theseindirect mea,,,urement,,is ()tT_elhy the _lnall ;tlil()Lllll l:)i_lime

required f_r the testsanti the c_rreN_mclin_ Ic_werc_)_t. Ii_l_teitdyslitk' te_t__'ilnbe Ix,rf_rmed

rapidly cmsmall oChreSaml'_h:swith ¢)nlya ,,,m_tlam¢_u_l¢)1_equil_lnenl,

In unsteady_st;=tei_e_,,urement,_,_tc¢_r¢,_==mpleis s_:h.'ctvd,lini,,hwl, fully _turated w_th

tt_e wettingopha_efluid, ;rod n_t_untedin _tc_re h,)ld_.,r¢_rruhl)er slevve. Th_.'n_as ,_r ¢_ther

displacement fluid is injected into the c¢_re_md_utlct end fluid vt_lumes_=rerec¢,rd_d. Relative

permeahility is calcuhtted usin_ m=uhem_tic_tlm¢_delsu,,mtlly h=_edup,m the I.h=ckley_l.everetl

equatmn and s_tur_tti_)ni_ c_lcuh_tt.du,_in_the cumuhttive pr_ducti_m v_lu_.'s. The' t3uc:kley.

l,everett eqm_ti_m(lt_e_m_t_tt)l'_l), until the:tliN_h_cemvntfluid is pr_duced at the ¢_utllt_wend _t_

theco)re.Accc_rdingt¢_Ainyx et;tl.(196()),_.'.ndef'fcct_,_,rent_timl)t,_rt=,iltwhen _=t_i_ the:
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displacement fluid because of tile high pressure drops involved. The magnitude of capillary-

pressure end effects is extremely small compared with the imposed flow gradient, so that the

equipment required to counteract end effects is unnecessary. In addition, the test time is short,

so all eftects of gravitational forces can be neglected. If the condition of negligible capillary

pressure and gravity effects is satisfied, the only measurements required are cumulative fluid

injected and prt_luced as a function of time.

Steady-state and unsteady-state relative permeability measurements do not always agree:

many steady.state measurements show little or no hysteresis in the wetting-phase wettability,

whereas large amounts of hysteresis occur in unsteady-state measurements (Basan et al., 1988).

A detailed investigative study will be made in FY93 to determine the most appropriate method(s)

to use for determining relative permeability of MB 139. The results of this study will be

included in the Test Plan.

3.3.7 Rock Compressibility and Effective Stress

3 3 7 1 ROCK COMPRESSIBILITY

Rock grain and bulk compressibility values (C_,,,,, and Ch, respectively) are used to

calculate specitic s_ ,rage (S,), an important input parameter in WIPP PA calculations. Specific

,,toragc is defined as the fluid volulrle released from storage per unit decline in hydraulic head

wr unit bulk volume, and I:.quation 15 shows the relationship between specific storage and other

rc_ck parameter,, ({ircen and Wang, 19t)()).
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where

p, = fluid density

g = acceleration of gravity

Kh = drained bulk modulus of rock = 1 / Ch

K_,a,, = unjacketed bulk modulus of rock (also known as grain, matrix or solids

modulus) = 1 / C_,ai,,

G = drained shear modulus of rock

4) = porosity

Kf = bulk modulus of fluid.

Neither rock grain nor bulk compressibility has been measured for Salado halite or

anhydrite material. Estimation of specific storage for PA calculations comes from two sources:

(1) data in the literature for other halite and anhydrite samples (Beauheim, 1991) and (2) an R2

x S, term (where R is the effective wellbore radius) that results from interpretation of in situ

borehole flow tests. Because the effective well-bore radius, R, is not a known parameter,

inference of specific storage from in situ flow tests may not be justified. Grain and bulk

compressibility should be independently measured for Salado rocks to support calculation of

specific storage.

As so well stated by Scorer and Miller (1974), the term "rock compressibility" used

without further qualification can be almost meaningless or at best incorrectly interpreted.

Zimmernaan et al. (1986), define lbur different rock compressibility relationships that relate

changes in pore or btJlk rock volume (Vp and Vh , respectively) to changes in pore or confining

presstire (P_, and P<,,,,, respectively). As shown in Equations 16 and 17, two of these

compressibility relationships are referred to as bulk compressibility, and the other two, shown

in Equations 18 and 19, are referred to as pore compressibility.
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Bulk Compressibility - Constant pore pressure, varying confining pressure:

Bulk Compressibility - Constant confining pressure, varying pore pressure:

Pore Compressibility - Constant pore pressure, varying confining pressure:

= ......... P (18)
 oo, 8Lo,

Pore Compressibility - Constant confining pressure, varying pore pressure:

%'P=_ _PpJp_,o,,," (19)

In some cases, it may be useful to know or measure one or more of these compressibility

relationships for a given rock sample. Because this may not always be practical, it is desirable

to have some method of correlating the different compressibility values to each other. As

derived by Zimmerman et al. (1986) for an idealized porous solid (i.e., isotropic, homogeneous,

with elastic matrix containing void spaces of various shapes and sizes, which forms a completely

connected network), the four rock compressibility relationships are not independent, and three
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relationships can be found between them and porosity and rock grain compressibility, In the

derivation of these relationships, applied pressures and the resulting strains are incremental

changes superimposed on a pre-existing state of stress and strain. While the stress-strain

relations that result from this analysis are nonlinear, representing the integration of incremental

relations, the total strains will still be infinitesimal in the sense of classical linear elasticity. The

boundary conditions assumed in the derivations are (1) uniform hydrostatic pressure, P_,,,,t,over

the entire outer surface of the porous body, and (2) ul2iform hydrostatic pressure, Pp, over the

entire pore surface, l:.quations 20, 21, and 22 express the interrelationships arnong the rock

compressibility relationships shown in Ikluations 16, 17, 18, and 19.

q;.p= c_.,.,,,,-c_,_,.,, (20)

_.,,.,,t = (G,,_.o,,r-Cv,_,,,) /_ (21)

q,,p = [G, ,:.,,,,t- (1 +_)Cy,.,,.,.,]/4, (22)

where

C - ! [ 8 V,,r,,i,, ] (23)

C_,,,,, = compressibility of the rock grain or matrix material = 1 / K_,,,,,

V_,,,,,, = volume of rock grain or matrix material.

Tile problem with this simplified approach is that most real rocks arc neither isotropic,

hornogeneous, linear, elastic, nor have fully connected pores. Thus, these rclationsllips may be

in considerable error, and rock compressibility should be measured. An effort is under way to

review methods tbr measuring rock compressibility and to develop an experimental-test matrix
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for rock cornpressibility measurements. A detailed discussion of measurement system(s) for

rock compressibility will be included in the Test Plan.

3,3.7.2 EFFECTIVE STRESS

For a given material propcrty or process, the effective stress law is used to describe the

appropriate stress state of a rock by defining a relationship between internal pore pressure, Pr,,

and confining stress, tr. A generalized effective stress law is shown in Equation 24, and the

classical definition for net effective stress is shown in Equation 25 (Warpinski and Teufel, 1992).

The classical definition for net effective stress is the effective stress law for ot = 1.0 so that the

net effective stress is given by o - Pp. While this definition, widely used in soil and hard rock

analyses, assumes that o_is constant, thereby resulting in a linear effective stress law, there is

no reason that ot cannot vary with either o or P_,(Warpinski and Teufel, 1992).

P= G (a -et_P_) (24)

where

P = the specific material property or process (i.e., permeability, deformation, rock

compressibility, or capillary pressure)

G = generalized function which describes the effect of stress on the property or

process

a = external confining stress on the sample (tbr hydrostatic conditions o = P|:onf)

P_, = pore pressure

u = poroelastic parameter that relates stress and pore pressure

(a-uP o) = net effective stress.

o;= o-_p (25)
p

where

o' = net effective stress

o = external confining stress on the sample ( for hydrostatic conditions o = P,,,r )

P_, = pore pressure.
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Warpinski and Teufel (1992) studied the effective stress law for permeability and

deformation of tight sandstones and chalk and showed that the effective stress law is different

for different processes. Their results for permeability measurenlents of tight sandstone, showed

that u is near 1.0 tot small stresses, but that behavior can become uncertain for large stresses.

For the chalk samples, there was not a large amount of change in permeability with stress or

pressure, so the effective stress law was of questionable value, although the effective stress

behavior was very nonlinear. Sandstone deformation measurements resulted in ¢_values ranging

between 0.65 and 0.95, varying with both stress and pressure. For chalk detk_rmation

measurements, o_was relatively constant: 0.8 in loading and 0.9 in unloading stres:_ conditions.

The researchers noted that agreement between their alpha values and those calculated from

theoretical considerations was "poor," stating "tile non-linear, anisotropic, nonhomogeneous

behavior typical of rocks invalidates any theory of the effective stress law that is based on linear

elasticity and constant material properties."

Warpinski and Tcufcl (1992) found low-permeability low-porosity rocks difficult to work

with because many of the rock properties, including perlneability and deformation, are

dominated by microcracks that do not exist at in situ stress condition. They recommend that

the etTccts of microcracks be eliminated or minimized to obtain acceptable measurelnents.

An effort is under way to more completely consider and evaluate the need for

determining the effective stress laws lbr Salado single- and two-phase flow properties within tile

scope of this laboratory program. A detailed discussion of the need for effective stress law

evaluation and (if necessary) test methodologies will be included in the Test Plan.

3.4 Program Milestones

Tentative m ilestc_nesand a schedule for tile Salado Two-Phase Flow l.aboratory Program,

which coincides with the roadmap exhibited in l:igure 4, are shown in l:igure 10. Program

activities began in January 1992 with the initiation of scoping activities, and anhydrite

experiments are scheduled to bcgin in I:Y94. The program life-span, including tests on halite

material, is prc_iected through I:Y97.
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........ _FY92..... ,,FY_)_i"ii,,,,,FY94_

Two.Phase Flow Program Test Plan 2/_3

Experiment 8coping Activtliel 2/2_L_ 12

Cooperative Progra_rnwith GRS/KFA 3:_ ..... 1'(onhold

Preliminary Tasts-Perm, Porolttly ........... !_ t_93
Capillary Press and Core Damage

,j ,, r,,,,,, , ,,,,, , ,, ,,.,,, , ' ,,,,, ,, ............. . -.. __ -

Experiments t _4RepoMs 6/g_4L/04

Develop Tool/Techniques 3/94 9194

4b"="'_ I ...........

Threshold/Capillary Pressure 11_ 6/93 .

Relative Prameabilily l l,'0E _93 O = Order

,i,..__.__& B = Build

............................................................. - ' C = Calibrate

Set.Up Laboratory ;Z_3 .... 9,94

..................! ................. ...............
Single PhMe (permeability-re.porosity) 1ti );).Z . . ;

-.apo,, --°°i"Cl

} -
Two'Phase 'irelative"'pmei,_es,,_lpiliarylt_'e_h°idwess) 3/93,,L 10193L,=..4,/94,i,,._10/94,,.........12/94 %96 1_/_8

SinglePhase 10/93 10/94 3/95 6196_ ! ...... ! ...........

TwoPhase v_ ,2_s4i_ _w I
_eport ............... D:.,o c " T.V,, _' _1............................

I;:II-8!19.124.0

Figure 10. Salado "l'wo-I)haseFIc)wl.aboratory Program tentativc schedule and milestones,
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I:Y92 wa_ ._nt dci]ning lh_ pr_mm in I_rm_ _f id_iltifyinl Ih_ _|s_t!mi_r_Rlld their

needs,delcrmi,ingwhich_iI;id_L_r_thcrvimlcrml_tol_l,IL'_,Ipri_rilic_,which_iille-!il'+lh_+arI

tcchttt+i_gicsarc avaihlhlL,and applicableN)r lh¢ I_i_, ali(iiil_'itlil+yiil_r_i_nlial

_hi_w_topi_,:r_/out_tanding+_ ,

including a listing o1"the i_,_uL,_,Im,+_,.Ih_,yv+¢r_atttlre_'d, +rodthe r¢_dt_li_.t+

The tasks outlined l+t_ri:Yq.i tall int_ three catcg_ri_: _,..,_pin_A_+'liviti_.'_,Prt_gram

l)cveh)pmcnl Activities, lad l_xl_,rim¢'nt+d_..,_ping Activities. Tahh+,._ _lnimari/c_+ FY1_t

_ct+pingactivities, whi¢'h _',m._i_l¢_t+1i1 the cvaluali¢_!l =_1'I_) pha_ i1,_. I¢.¢'lm,d_te_ t,_r

tnv;:asurCm_nlot' !hr_shCddand _'al'_illaryl_r_,+,,ur_attd r_laiiv_ i_,.,rm_..alliiii), a,d I;I l+rciiminary

¢:_m_pl_liorl_t' a prt_gram1;._Ii111+tl,lh_ _lal')ii_hlllcnl ld+i__'ultal_,+nlli'_L+i_r,_r_lmwilh (i_rman

scientistsat CIR_IKI:A, and the ¢tcv¢lulm_entul r_:_'kand sittgl¢-and lw¢_pha,+tcfitly,,lid+t_ramry

facilities at _NI., Tahle ._ summari/cs the ¢xl_rimcntal ;_¢'livil=cs. including ¢,_re

characterization,¢t)rc¢lm++ag+asscssmcPvtt,andr¢+karid tl_t_wilrlll_,rlics. Table 5 als_ identifies

the properties thaiwill bu m+asur¢dand the:tyl_ +rodntmtt+_.,r¢+1+t¢_tsthat will by+,t_+rti_rmcdin

I:Y9,t,

I:Yg4 will hc Sl_,.,nlI+crt+_+rmi,gsinglc+l+hascll¢_weXl_,,rtm+nts,¢l_+,st_vtivt_+rodhttildint!

twt+-pha._cl'lt)w cquil_mCnt,and initiaiin_ the lhrcshcddi_rcs+surca,d rchtl=+,'L't_.,rmt.'al+llltyIcsts

i+t_ranhydrit_.,, l+ahurat_+ryI¢_t._and r,..l+urlit+g will _+_+l+lilttlCthrtm_h t:'t'_,_7+
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4.0 SITE SUPPORT

Because the two-phase flow tests will take place at SNI.'s Albuquerque lt_,ation or at a

contractor's laboratory lacility, limited WIPP-site support will be required. The core material

necessary for these tests will require drill.coring and core-logging services provided by the

WIPP Managelnent and Operating Contractor (MOC), These and any additional services will

be coordinated througli the SNI. manager of WlPP-site operations, using standard procedures,

Anticipated services will he identified at the completion of preliminary tests and will be

addressed in the Test Plan.
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5.0 OPERATIONS

5.1 Personnel Responslbilltles (Delegation of Authority)

The following procedures and program policies apply to test implementation and
[

oil:rattan.

5.1.1 Site Operations Test Activities

The WiI:JP Site O_rations Department (0343) Manager is responsible for coordinating

sile activities and ensuring worker safety at the WIPP site. As part of' these overall site duties,

the manager is st_cifically responsible for:

• ¢(_rdinating SNI. requirements with I.)01:_and the Westinghouse Electric Corporation's

Waste i_olation Division (Wll));

• c(_)rdinating overall test operations between SNI. and WID l_xperimental Operations;

• controlling and co()rdmnaling all underground visits to the test areas;

• reporting prt)grcss ()t"the test activities to SNI. management, DOE, and WID as deemed

appropriate;

• managing the safety and security requirements for SNL underground testing programs.

5.1.2 Technical Direction

S.M. Howarlh (I)cpartment 6119, phone (505) 844-0303) is the Principal Investigator

(PI) for the technical work to be performed under this conceptual plan. Howarth has primary
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responsibility for tile two-phase flow laboratory program. The PI has responsibility for

conducting the tests within the following specific areas of authority:

• test objectives and test configurations;

• direction of WIPP-site and laboratory contractors;

• selection of locations for coring, and selection and approval of equipment design and
modifications;

• determination of experiment operating parameters, such as pressures, rates of pressure

buildup, fow rates, test fluids, test duration, data acquisition sampling rates, and other
parameters related to the conduct of tests;

• test analysis;

• approval of any proposed changes to the testing equipment and procedures;

• approval of procedures for documentation and control of field and laboratory log books;

• approval of installation forms, calibration forms, data readings, etc.;

• preparation of data reports, analyses, and evaluations;

• approval for data dissemination and report distribution, both within SNL and externally.

5.1.3 WIPP Quality Assurance Chief

S.Y. Pickering (Department 6303, phone (505) 887-8430; WIPP site) is the WIPP

Quality Assurance (QA) Chief with the tbllowing responsibilities:

• to establish and anaintain a documented and approved "Quality Assurance Program
Description (QAPD)";

• to conduct periodic QA audits to ensure compliance with the QAPD;

• to ensure that data are acquired and maintained in accordance with QA requirements;

• to review and approve test and reporting procedures to verify that all experimental work

is conducted in accordance with those procedures;
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• to ensure that staff are appropriately trained and operationally familiar with QA

requirements',

• to review Nonconformance Reports and verify implementation of corrective actions;

• to ensure that all gages and instruments are calibrated in accordance with documented

calibration procedures, using standards that are traceable to nationally recognized
standards;

• to ensure that SNL QA requirements are transmitted to contractors associated with the

testing program; and

• to coordinate Sandia QA and Westinghouse QA personnel.

5.2 Test Schedule

Nonexperimental scoping activities associated with this conceptual plan began in January

1992, Experimental scoping activities began in October 1992 and will continue through calendar

year 1993. The results and recommendations from these scoping activities will be used to

establish the scope of tile Test Plan for tile Two-Phase Flow l_aboratory Program.

5.3 Operational Safety and Environment

5.3.1 Safety Requirements

The equipment for this testing program will consist of commercially acquired or SNL-

fabricated components that will be rated for appropriate maxi mum allowable operating pressures.

Pressure ratings of individual i)arls, such as valves and pressure lines, are either marked by the

supplier or documented in data packages according to guidelines of the SNI. l)epartment 6343

Safety Representative for WIPP Site Operations or tile SNL 6100 or 6300 Pressure Safety

Advisor for WIPP site test operations or SNI_ New Mexico laboratory operations, respectively.
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Operalional safely will be addressed lhrough the SNI. l:.nvironmental Safety and Health

(ES&H) standard operaling procedures (SOPs) developed hy the site supervisor, and other

relevant procedures. I_roject-specil'ic Wii'i'-site safety procedures will be approved through the

Pl, WIPP-site safety personnel, and the SNI. safely organization. The I:.S&H SOi"s include:

• identification of potential hazards;

• emergency shutdown procedures;

• personnel to be contacted in case of emergencies.

5.3.2 Environment

SNI. facility and W! PP-site environmental considerations of the specific Two-Phase l:low

Laboratory Program tests will be determined once the appropriate testing techniques and methods

are identified. Environmental concerns will be addressed in the Two-l_hase l:low l.aboratory

Program Test Plan.
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6.0 SPECIAL TRAINING

Personnel responsible tbr perli_rming the tests within the Two-Phase Flow l.aboratory

Program will be trained in tile design and operation of tile test eqtlipment and in all attendant

safety procedures. A formal safety briefing will be part of tile testing procedures and all

personnel will affirm that they have read and understood tile relevant SOPs for the laboratory

and WIPF'-site tests. No additional special training is anticipated.
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7.0 TEST MANAGEMENT

7.1 Test Plan Review and Approval

The "Test Plan: Two-Phase Flow Laboratory Program For The Waste Isolation Pilot

Plant" will be reviewed and approved according to standard SNL/WIPP procedures. This

conceptual plan will be reviewed according to all applicable SNL guidelines for SAND reports.

7.2 Management Interface

Development of the WIPP is the responsibility of the DOE and is supported by two major

participants' SNL and Westinghouse Electric Corporation. The Technology Development

Program is the responsibility of Sandia. Westinghouse Electric Corporation's WID is the MOC

for the WIPP facility, which includes design support, overall safety assurance support, facility

operations, and environment and institutional support,

The drill-coring and core-logging required to support the tests described in this document

will be implemented by SNL with the assistance of WID experimental support personnel under

the direction of SNL. Coordination of coring activities may include the procurement of needed

hardware, implementation of coring activities, and preparation of interface documents.

In accordance with the management organization, the SNL Pl is responsible for all

aspects of the tests, from planning to final data analysis and evaluation of the results. The PI

reports to the Fluid Flow and Transport Department (6119) of the Geoscience and

Geotechnology Center (6100). The Pl will also direct, as needed, the activities of other

organizations and contractors through the matrix management structure established within SNL.
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7.3 Procurement Procedures

Services, matcria!, and equipnlent for tile testing program will be procured by the SNI.

Purchasing Organization (7216) or through SNI.'s contractors, usingDOl:._accepledpr¢_edures

and practices, Purchases of ha/.ardous materials must be approved the SNL Safety

Representative t'or WIPI ) Site Operations if the materials _re intended to he usedal the WIPP.

Procured materials and equipment will be shipped to SNI. Shipping and Receiving l)ivision

(3912) and transferred to an asseml_lypoint at SNI. or Io the designated ._NI. or subcontractor

representative at the Wll:'l ) site. ltenls can be shipped directly to the WIPP site and will be

properly received by the designated SNI. or subcontractor repre_ent;_tiveat the site.

7,4 Ouallty Assurance Requirements
I

All SNI. tests are implemented in accordance with SNI.'s Waste Imlation Pilot Plant

"Quality Assurance l)rogram Description (QAI)I)). '' The QAPD meets the requirements of

NQA-1-1989, I)O1:.570().6c, and (,hapter Ii of the Final Sq/_,lyAnaly.sisReport, This QA plan

hasbeenapproved by the Df)I:./WPI() and I)OI:./Wl)SO for all WIPP activities as.signedto)SNI....

and is specific to the WIPP Project. (?ontractor personnel working with SNI. personnel, either

at the WIPP site or in Albuquerque, are sub.jeerto the WIPI' QAPI) or their own ,_Nl.-approved

QA program. Specific applications of the WIPI' QAPI) t() the present tests have been

incorporated throughout this conceptual plan.

l)ocumentaliorl of the preparation for this experiment nlay include:

• the test plan and appropriate approvals;

• pholographs showing equipment and interconnections of apparatus',

• instrument calibration records;

• notebooks, logbooks, WII)P procedures, worksheels, and forms for installation and

operation.
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'l'he PI, ccmtract_rs,or ix:rs,mnei designatedby the PI will be rcslxm_lblc ti}r data

acquisitionand storageand f,_rassL=ringthatall dt_.:tinlentationat the WIPP nile is maintained

in accordancewith the WIPP QAPI). l)eviations fromtest plans and nonconformancesor

unl=sualoccurrcnce_will =llst_be rcc(_rdedin Test Plan Ap_ndices, andappropriatef,_rmswill

be completed.

7,5 Data Transfer

i

Throughoutth_ tcst_, data will bc acqt=iredanddt}ct=mcntcdin n¢_tcb,_ksandtm flt_ppy

disk.,_. Copies ¢_t'all basic data rept_rts and interpretive rcrK)rts with acct_mpanying

analyses/cvaluation.,_will be transl'_rredthroL=ghI)OI;./WPIO t(_interestedagencies,institutit)ns,

and scientific and engineering conlmklnitiesFor applicatit)n to radi¢)activewaste pr(_jects.

Photographst'_r technicalexamination, illczslratit_ns,and rcc(_rd_will be madeavailable tbr

technicalevaluati(mas well a_ l'or public viewing, as azzth,)ri_cdby the I)()I_/WPIO.
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9.0 ACRONYM LIST

API American Petroleum Institute

API RP American Petroleum Institute Recommended Practice

CSM Colorado School of Mines; Golden, Colorado

CT Computed Tomography or Computer Aided Tomography

DOE U,S, Department of Energy
J

IGT Institute for Gas Technology; Chicago, Illinois

LM Light Microscopy

MB 139 Marker Bed 139

MOC Management and Operating Contractor

NAGRA Switzerland's national consortium for safe nuclear waste disposal

NAS National Academy of Sciences

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance imaging

PA Performance Assessment

Pl Principal Investigator

QA Quality Assurance

QAPD Quality Assurance Program Description

RE/SPEC RE/SPEC Inc.; Rapid City, South Dakota

RCRA Resource, Conservation, and Recovery Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-580) and

subsequent amendments (e.g., HSWA- Hazardous and Solid Waste
Amendments of 1984)

SCA Society of Core Analysts
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ACRONYM LIST (CONTINUED)

SEM Scanning Electron Microscope

SNL Sandia National Laboratories

SOP Standard Operating Procedure

SPE Society of Petroleum Engineers

TAG Technical Advisory Group

USGS U,S. Geological Survey

WID Waste Isolation Division of Westinghouse Electric Corporation

WIPP Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

WPIO WIPP Project Integration Office

WPSO WIPP Project Site Office

XRD X-ray Diffraction
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SandiaNationalLaboratories
date August 19, 1992

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

to:Barry Butcher, 6342

from:Elaine Gotham, 6119, 4-1401

subjectDocumentation of RCRA Recommendations to PA for Salado Formation
Permeability and Pore Pressure

Attached is complete documentation of the rationale for the 6119
recommendation to PA for the RCRA calculations. In this

document we remained true to our original recommendations,
although, now that we understand your models better, we would
change the recommendations.

You may publish the documentation as part of your RCRA
documentation. The format we used is more appropriate for
publication than memos.

If this format seems appropriate for your purposes we will
record our 40 CFR 191 Part B recommendations in a similar format

shortly. If you have any questions or comments, please call me.

Distribution

6100 P. Hommert, Acting
6119 R. Beauheim
6119 P. Davies
6119 S. Howarth

6119 S. Webb
6300 D. Miller
6303 W. Weart
6342 D.R. Anderson

6342 M. Tierney
WPIO R. Becket
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R_c omm e n__t io__9__P___o n
Salado Formation Intrinsic Permeability and Pore Pressure

RC_ Calculations

lApr il 1 ..... 1992

Elaine Gotham
Richard Bgauheim

Peter Davies

__usan Howarth
Stephen Webb

pepa rtment 611_

Introduction

In March 1992, the Fluid Flow and Transport Department was asked to
recommend Salado Formation permeability and pore pressure
probability distributions to be used in the 1992 RCRA calculations
for the WIPP. The recommendations were requested and transmitted
informally. This description is to satisfy the requirement to
record the recommendations supplied on April i, 1992 and the
rationale for them.

Since input parameters, such as permeability or formation pore
pressure, are, for the most part, inferred from complex hydrologic
tests, the interpretive model assumptions should be compatible with
the predictive or perfo_nance assessment model in which the
parameters will be used_ Thus a suggested excavation geometry and
zoning scheme was supplied along with recommended distributions for
permeability and pore pressure. The recommended initial geometry
is shown in Figure 1 and the distributions suggested for
permeability and pore pressure (Table 1 and Figures 2-8) were
referenced with respect to those zones.

Our Assumptions

Assumptions about the models to be used in the PA calculations that
were essential in formulating the RCRA data recommendations were
not included in any written material transmitted to the Performance
Assessment Department. Our assumptions were

i. The Salado Formation was described as consisting of layers of
either halite or anhydrite. Parts of the Salado Formation
described as argillaceous halite were lumped with the halite; clay
seams were lumped with the type of lithology in which they
occurred. Anhydrites a and b were lumped together.

2. The Salado Formation was isotropic and homogeneous within each
layer of halite or anhydrite. The halite and anhydrite have
interconnected porosity.
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3. The repository will have been open, dry and at atmospheric
pressure for at least 30 years before the performance assessment
calculations begin, that is, during the repository operational
phase. An explicit calculation of formation depressurization or
other effects resulting from the operational phase will not be
performed as part of the PA calculations but will be taken into
account in the initial conditions of the calculation.

4. Excavation closure effects will be included in the PA model as

well as pressurized fracture opening in the anhydrlte beds. [These
assumptions were incorrect, as it was later learned that neither of
these processes were modeled in the PA RCRA calculations.]
Pressurized fracture opening in the anhydrite beds may have the
potential to significantly increase far-field interbed
permeabilities.

5. The nature of the disturbed rock zone (DRZ) is uncertain,
reflecting the diversity of technical hypotheses that have been
formulated, documented and undocumented. These include the
hypothesis that the DRZ is a zone of increased porosity surrounding
the excavation, that is stable in extent or increasing in extent
with the age of the excavation. Other hypotheses concerning the
nature of the DRZ are that the bulk properties of the halite within
the DRZ are unchanged, but that within the DRZ fractures form that
result in a large increase in permeability with a relatively small
increase in porosity or storativity within the DRZ. The size of
the DRZ c, r vary from a few inches into the formation from an
excavation surface to a few "room-radli" away from the excavation
surface. It was assumed that all possible descriptions of the DRZ
should be included in the probability distributions for
permeability and porosity in the DRZ.

6. The DRZ does not reconsolidate during the post-closure
calculations due to repository re-pressurlzation or creep closure
of the excavation.

Sources of uncertainty in interpreting data.

The process of inferring permeability from a hydrologic pulse or
shut-in test requires that one make an assumption about the
diffusivity or specific storage in the formation, about the size of
a damaged zone surrounding the test zone, and that the
compressibility of the test-zone fluid is constant and can be
quantified by a single measurement of fluid withdrawn from the test
zone vs test zone pressure drop during withdrawal. A value of
specific storage calculated using literature values for halite and
and brine compressibilitles may not be correct. Recent
improvements in the measurement of permeability involve combining a
constant-pressure flow test and a shut-ln test to directly infer a
value of specific storage. However, the improved interpretive
technique was used only on permeability tests SCPOl, SIP73-B,
C!XI0, L4P52-A and L4PSI-B. For the remaining permeability tests,
what is in reality obtained is a value of permeability given an
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assumed value of specific storage. Sensitivity calculations have
shown that our inferred permeability values may range over one
order of magnitude as our assumed values of specific storage range
over three orders of magnitude. (Beauheim et el, 1990; Beauheim et
a], 1992) Inasmuch as our assumed values of specific storage do
riot range over more than three orders of magnitude, we estimate our
uncertainty in permeability to be about an order of magnitude.

Other assumptions in analysis of permeability tests include the
assumption that gas dissolved in formation brine does not
significantly affect the permeability interpretation and that
significant amounts of free gas are not present in the formation.
In numerous permeability tests, gas was observed to bubble from the
formation shortly after the test zone was drilled. A sensitivity
analysis is planned for FY93 in which the effect of these phenomena
on permeability interpretation will be investigated. For the RCRA
recommendations, Rick Beauhelm, who has been conducting
interpretations of permeability tests, provided the (subjective)
input that resulted in an order of magnitude confidence in
interpreted permeability values.

Uncertainties in the interpretation of brine-lnflow tests are due
to (a) scatter in the brine-inflow data and (b) the use of a one-
dimensional model which neglects loss of fluid to the surface of
the excavation and assumes a uniform pore pressure unaffected by
the excavation. In a one-dimenslonal data analysis by McTigue
(1992), it was found that the uncertainties in the inferred values
of diffusivity due to data scatter could be substantial.
Uncertainties in inferred values of permeability may be smaller.
(See Table 2.) In addition, recent analyses (Gelbard, 1992)
indicate that the use of a one-dimenslonal model may introduce
significant errors in the interpretation of diffusivity and
permeability from brine-inflow data.

Rationale for Formulating Permeability Distributions

Table 3 represents a current (as of 1/5/92) compilation of
interpreted valuss of permeability and formation pressure from the
Permeability Testing Program, the Small-Scale Brine Inflow Program
and Room Q. For the 1992 RCRA PA calculations, interpreted values
of permeability in Table 3 were classified according to the
regional map shown in Figure I.

The disturbed rock zone is poorly defined. For these
recommendations, test zones were classified as being in the
disturbed rock zone if the zone could sustain little or no
formation pressure and if the permeability of the zone was clearly
higher than expected in competont rock.

The tests for which a reasonable pressure could be sustained in the
test zone, but the pressure was not high enough to approach our
(subjective) estimate of the far field pressure, were classified as
being in a "depressurlzed" zone. The "depressurized zone" is
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hypothesized as having experlenced some hydraulic depressurlzation
and possibly some elastic stress relief due to the excavation, but
probably no irreversible rock damage and large permeability
changes. Clearly, the depressurized zone extent will be different
in higher permeability layers, such as the Marker Beds, than in
lower permeability layers, such as pure halite. It is important to
note that the depressurized zone is not a disturbed rock zone; the
data from the depressurlzed zones do not support the hypothesis
that the permeability, and the interconnected porosity, are greatly
different in the depressurized zones from their far field values.

The latter classifications of test zones are subjective and will be
examined in more detail as the Fluid Flow and Transport Department

improves interpretation techniques and understanding of the rock
matrix.

For the tests in Table 3, other than the Room Q tests, the
disturbed rock zone, if in fact it has a clear boundary and if it
has a significant extent, was hypothesized to extend about one
meter from the excavation into the formation. The boundary of the
depressurized zone in the Marker Beds was hypothesized to be
approximately i0 meters from the excavation. These hypotheses
formed the basis for the geometrical treatment of the excavation

suggested in Figure i. Detailed repository depressurization
calculations are planned for FY93.

The probability distributions recommended for the PA calculations
were formulated so as to reflect the true range of scientific
uncertainty in the parameter values supplied, including uncertainty
due to measurement error and uncertainty due to interpretation
ambiguities. As mentioned above, an order of magnitude uncertainty
in the interpreted value of permeability was used as a rule of
thumb for creating recommended probability distributions.

All measurements of permeability were given equal weight, except
those values derived from brine inflow measurements in 36" diameter

holes in Room D. Those tests were considered flawed and deleted

from the list because of the uncertain history of the excavation
surrounding the test zone (Finley, 1992).

The hypothesis that permeabilities in the Salado Formation are
heterogeneous is given much weight in the Fluid Flow and Transport
Department. The use of a single uniform value for all halite and
argillaceous halite regions, and a different uniform value for all
marker beds implies that the permeability va]ues used in the PA

calcu]atiens should be "effective" values that are rigorously
derived frum our measurements. A systematic approach for defining
such an "effective" value has not yet been out]ined, but will be
investigated in FY93. This aspect of formulating the distribution
was ignored for these :'ecommendations.

' ss and difficuities outlined above, differentialGiven the a_. umptions
probabi]ity distributions were formed by marking the locations
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along a permeability axis of the results of the tests in Table 3.
The number of tests in each logi0 interval were used to indicate
the relative probability that the true value lay in that interval.
Cumulative probability distributions listed in Table 1 can be
formulated from the differential probability distributions in
Figures 2-8. Test results that were "Too low to measure" were
assigned an equal probability of lying between a true 0 value and
1.0xl0 -24 m 2. Thus, the abscissa of Figure 2 is logarithmic
between 10 -24 and 10 "21 and linear between 0 and 10 -2 4.

Rationale for Formulating Pore Pressure Distributions

The measurement of test-zone pore pressure is straightforward and
is only accomplished in the Permeability Testing Program and the
Room Q permeability tests. If, during a pressure build-up test or
pulse-withdrawal test, the pressure reaches a steady state
pressure, that pressure is interpreted as the formation pore
pressure at the location of the test zone. If a steady-state
pressure is not reached before the test is terminated, some
technique must be used to extrapolate the formation pore pressure
from the shape of the pressure-vs-time curve.

For the tests listed in Table 3, all pressures listed are measured
or estimated values of formation pore pressure. The far field
formation pore pressures measured in the anhydrite layers yield a
fairly consistent measurement of 12.5+-0.1 MPa. It is not
understood why the pore pressure measured in the single halite far
field test is significantly lower than those reached in the
anhydrite far field. Possibilities include: (a) The regions in
the halite that have non-zero permeability are not interconnected
with higher pressure regions such as the anhydrite layers; (b) the
regions in the halite that have non-zero permeability have not
reached pressure equilibrium with the anhydrite layers; or (c) pore
dilation (and accompanying depressurization) in response to
excavation and/or drilling affects halite to a greater distance
than anhydrite.

Based on current measurements, it cannot be ruled out that
substantial regions of the Salado Formation will be at
significantly lower initial pore pressure than the anhydrite
layers. Thus it was recommended that the performance assessment
calculations include this possibility in the RCRA calculations.

Since the effect of excavation on the formation is still poorly
understood, from a hydrological viewpoint, it is uncertain that
tests believed to be in the far field are indeed in the far field.

It was recommended that the halite pore pressure reflect the single
value measured, 9.5 MPa, with an uncertainty of 0.5 MPa and the
anhydrite pore pressure reflect the average value measured, 12.5
MPa, also with an uncertainty of 0.5 MPa. It is recognized that
this recommendation is not consistent with the equilibrium,
continuum assumptions implicit in the PA and the 6119 repository
scale modeling. (The assumption of formation hydraulic equilibrium
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can be tested using existing models and assumed values of halite
and anhydrite permeability. Such a calculation may be performed by
Department 6119 in the future.)

In order to reproduce some of the effects of depressurization of
the Salado Formation that would have occurred during the disposal
phase of the repository, several additional recommendations were
made concerning the initial conditions for the PA calculations:
All disturbed zones, except for MB 138, should be fully saturated
but at zero initial pore pressure. Because of its distance from
the excavation MB 138 could remain slightly pressurized at the
start of the disposal phase. Thus pore pressures in MB 138 should
be sampled from an even probability distribution from 0 to 4 MPa.
In the "depressurized regions" of both halite and anhydrite the
pressures should vary smoothly between the values of the
surrounding formations. For example, the pressure below MB 139
should rise smoothly from 0 in the disturbed zone to the value
assumed for the far field at distances of Ii or more meters from MB

139. Specific recommendations for initial pore pressures are
included in Table 3 for each of the zones described in Figure I.

Afterthoughts and Comments on the Effect of Data Reoommendatlons on
RCRA Calouiations.

Communications with the PA Department subsequent to making the
recommendations outlined above have revealed that some of the

assumptions outlined above concerning the PA model were not
correct. An important aspect of the current PA model for the
Salado Formation is its inability to simulate pressure-induced
fracturing in the anhydrite layers, a phenomenon that has been
experimentally demonstrated at the WIPP. The phenomenon may
enhance the migration of gas into the formation as the gas pressure
in the repository builds up. Thus it is possible that the current
PA model underpredicts lateral gas migration.

Finally, the recommendations of the Fluid Flow and Transport
Department were not fully implemented in the RCRA compliance
calculations, because of insufficient time to eliminate the
inconsistencies between the PA modeling approach and the Department
6119 recommendations.
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Table i. Recommended Cumulative Probability Distr[butlons
for formation permeability (m2), derived from

Figures 2-8.

Halite Far Field: Zone A

Permeability (m2) Cumulative probability

0.0 0.00
I. OxlO "_4 0.57
I. OxlO "23 O. 71
i. 0XlO "22 O. 86
l. OXiO "_I 1.00

Halite Depressurized Zone: Zones B and C

Permeability (m2) Cumulative probability

........OOoo0°°oo.......ljo°°......oo°°iiiiii.........._ ....... &_ I,,11,11,,1[ <_Jj ' l ......

Halite Disturbed Zone: Zones D and E

Permeability (m2) Cumulative probability

i.o_io-_8 I o.oo
1. o_1o-,3 1,•!' °°
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Table I. (Contlnued)

Anhydrite Far Field: Zone F

Permeability (m2) Cumulative probability

i - Io.oo
II.oxlo-,,_,................1......i.o0__._..... _

Anhydrite Depressurized Zone: Zones G and H

Permeability (m2) Cumulative probability

I. 0xi0-21 0.00
1.0xlO-20 0.08
I. 0xl0 "19 0.58
l. OxiO "18 0.83
1.0x10 "IT 0.92
1.0x10"16 1.00

....... _ ............ __: ........_ _. ,,_ ,,, _ ..... l, : :-_ _ _-- :-: .__:. : ..... i, -

I

Anhydrite Disturbed Zone: Zone J

Permeability (m2) Cumulative probability

1.0xl0 "18 0.00
i. OxlO "IT O. 12
1.0xi0 "16 O. 25
1.0xl0 "15 0.37
i.0xi0 "14 0.75
l. Oxl0 "13 0.87
1.0xl0 "12 1.00

Ill __I --- -Ill IIIH --_ _ : -_ i I, , I II . .... - ii]I_ - - : J Illl II _:`- _

Anhydrite Disturbed Zone: Zone I

Permeability (m2) Cumulative probability
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Table 2. Parameter Estimates from Boreho]e Experiments. This from
information in Table 5 of an early draft of McTigue 1992. The
difference between the values from the early draft (this table) and
the table in McTigue, 3992 is the use of a literature value and a
WIPP-speciflc measured value, respectively, for brine
compressibility in the data interpretation.

m.,°,.,,° ,,.,,,o.,,,,,y Dirr..i,,y....
_:_I't)=10MI'. (_Ol'o=,_Mi'a _i'o=01Ml'a (m2%ec)

[)BTIO llalite 2,9E+22_:+I _IE+22 5,8E+2+2±,36E+22 2,9F.+2 l:i. 18l+++21 4,7E+I I±,78_+I I

I)IITI i llalite I ,I F+.21_+,()gE+21 2,3E+21±, 18L:+21 I +I i:++20:t+O9E.20 3+SE+9±++3E+9

[)IITI2 llalile (+.4E+22:t.721:++22 l.31_,,21;t,i4E+21 (_+41:++21_+72E+2| IOE+8±,BSE.+8

DIITI3 lhtli|e 1.7E+22+26E,22 3,4E+22+L32E+22 1,71':+21±,,26E+21 5,9E+iI±,2,3E+II

I)I|TI4A l!alit_ 7.81_.22:1 +2 '11L+'22 i,(iE 21:l+,481_+21 7,8E+21±,2,4F.+21 2.SE+Si4,BE+8

L)I|TI41+ ilalite 2+2F,+21_I+28i++21 4,5E 21+_+56E+2i 2,2IL21_.28E+21 4,3E+8±3 3E+8

DIII'ISA ilalite 3+2E+22_..551+,22 64E,22±I .IE+22 3,2E 21_+551+++21 l.SE,iOi,86E+lO

DIITISB ihdite l.SE+22_t,5+)[+ 22 3 61':+22±I.IE+22 !.8E,2i_.59E+21 1,3E.IO+II.2F,.I0

L4B0! Italite ,t',7i+,-22_t+4:!1_,22 I,3E 22t+.86E+22 _67E+21±,43Eo21 5.SE+II±9,1E+I 1

I)Iil':+IIA }l,ii[e c,LOF,+22:(2,IF: 22 l,flli 21_+4t1E+21 9,OE.21:t:,2,4E+21 1.27E.10J?,22E+I!

QI)ll01 *1 Azd_ydnte 4,1<1+:+21_+,?,E21 9+_,1_,21t 061_ 2i 4,lIE+20±,3E+20 I.IE+B+,34E-8

()PIi02 "1 Anhydtile 8.2 i:++2(1:t+0:_F++2() I ,_',E.,19+t+,OOI',E+I9 11,2E+19:t,03E+19 1.2IL9±.014I+++9

QI)P,t)3 '1 Ald)ydtiie ,iflli+21+Jl,_E 21 9,fil_,-21-J:,31i21 4,SE_201!,SE+20 _,,41_+7+18,#E+7+'

* The lowL,r limit ()I lhcse tmc_+'rtait)tyIx)ut_dsshouh.l I_ +t_sumcdIt)bc/+¢r(>.

* I l:t)r all ol+these lx)r¢,h(+letc'st_, tl_' h,t++,tl_()I lh++"l)rodu_tlive unit was a_sumcd |o lm equal to the a'+'cmi,¢

thickness ot+Marker l+,cd139(3+l+et)

.... _ .... :+: +,++,+,,,,..+,,+_
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Table 3: Compilation of Interpreted Values of Permeability,
1/5/92. Zones are referenced to Figure i.

Zone Test M@asured Permeability Pressure (MPA)

A. HALITE FAR FIELD

QPP12 pre-mineby
6.8xi0 22 m 2 9.5

C2H03 Too low to measure not measureable
SCP01 GZ Too low to measure not measureable

QPP05 Too low to measure not measureable
QPP02 Too ].ow to measure not measureable

B. HALITE DEPRESSURIZED ZONE

SIP72-A-GZ 8.6x 10 .22 m2 5.1

QPP21 post mineby
1.9x10 -22 m2 4.8

C2H01-B 5.3xi0 -21 m2 3.1

C2H01-B-GZ 1.9x10 "21 m2 4.1
L4P51-A 6.1x10 -21 m 2 2.7
SOP01 8.3xi0 -21 m2 4.4
SIP71-A 6.1x10 -20 m 2 2.9

QPPI5 2.2xi0 -21 m 2 3.1
DBTI0 5.8xi0 -22 m 2 5.0 assumed
DBTII 2.3xi0 -21 m 2 5.0 assumed
DBTI2 1.3x10 "21 m 2 5.0 assumed
DBTI3 3.4xi0 "22 m 2 5.0 assumed

DBTI4A/B 3.1x10 °21 m 2 5.0 assumed
DBTI5A/B 5.0x10 -22 m 2 5.0 assumed
L4B01 1.3x10 -22 m 2 5.0 assumed
DBT31A not used

QPPI2 4.4xi0 -22 m2 9.4

C. HALITE DEPRESSURED ZONE

Same as region B for permeability; linearly increase pressure from
region E to Region A pressure.

D. HALITE DISTURBED ROCK ZONE

C2H01-A 2.7xi0 -18 m2 0.5
C2H01-A-GZ unmeasurable 0.0
SIP73-B-GZ unmeasureable 2.5

E. HALITE DISTURBED ROCK ZONE

Same as region D for permeability; linearly increase pressure from

region I pressure to region C pressure.
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Table 3: Compilation of Interpreted Values of Permeability,
1/5/92. Zones are referenced to Figure i.

Zone Test Measured Permeability Pressure(MPA)

A. HALITE FAR FIELD

QPP12 pre-mineby
6.8x10 -22 m 2 9.5

C2HO3 Too low to measure not measureable
SCP01 GZ Too low to measure not measureable

QPP05 Too low to measure not measureable
QPP02 Too low to measure not measureable

B. HALITE DEPRESSURIZED ZONE

SlP72-A-GZ 8.6x 10 -22 m 2 5.1

QPP21 post mineby
1.9xi0 -22 m 2 4.8

C2H01-B 5.3x10 -21 m 2 3.1
C2H01-B-GZ l.gx10 -21 m 2 4.1
L4P51-A 6.1x10 -21 m 2 2.7
SOP01 8.3xi0 -21 m 2 4.4
S1P71-A 6.1x10 -20 m 2 2.9

QPPI5 2.2x10 -21 m 2 3.1
DBT10 5.8xi0 -22 m 2 5.0 assumed
DBTll 2.3xi0 -21 m 2 5.0 assumed

DBTI2 1.3x10 -21 m 2 5.0 assumed
DBT13 3.4xi0 -22 m 2 5.0 assumed

DBTI4A/B 3.1x10 -21 m 2 5.0 assumed
DBT15A/B 5.0x10 -22 m 2 5.0 assumed
L4B01 1.3x10 -22 m 2 5.0 assumed
DBT31A not used

QPPI2 4.4xi0 -22 m 2 9.4

C. HALITE DEPRESSURED ZONE

Same as region B for permeability; linearly increase pressure from
region E to Region A pressure.

D. HALITE DISTURBED ROCK ZONE

C2H01-A 2.7xi0 -18 m 2 0.5
C2H01-A-GZ unmeasureable 0.0
SIP73-B-GZ unmeasureable 2.5

E. HALITE DISTURBED ROCK ZONE

Same as region D for permeability; linearly increase pressure from
region I pressure to region C pressure.
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Table 3. (Col,uinued)

F. ANHYDRITE FAR FIELD (greater than i0 m from excavation)
SCP01 MB 139

3.0x10 "20 m 2 12.4

QPPI3 pre-mineby MB 139 12.5
4. ixi0 -20 m 2

QPP03 pre mineby clay b
4.4xi0 "20 m 2 12.6

G. ANHYDRITE DEPRESSURIZED ZONE (less than i0 meters from
excavation)

C2H02 MB 139 7.8xi0 -20 m2 9.3

L4P51-B anhydrite c
5.0x10 20 m 2 5.1

SIP71-B anhydrite c
6.8xi0 -20 m2 4.9

C2H01-C MB 139
9.5xi0 -19 m2 8.0

CIXI0 MB 139 5.0x10 -Iz m 2 7.3

QPP03 anhydrite b post mineby
7.9xi0 -20 m2 7.0

QPPI3 MB 139 post mine-by
4.7xi0 -20 m2 8.1

L4P52-A anhydrite a
1.0xl0 -19 m 2 6.4

QPB01 9.6xi0 -21 m2 5.0 assumed
QPB02 1.6x10 -19 m2 5.0 assumed
QPB03 1.2x10 --2° m 2 5.0 assumed
SIP72 unmeasureable i. 2

H. ANHYDRITE DEPRESSURIZED ZONE

Same permeability as region G; linearly increase pressure
from region I or J pressure to region F pressure.

I. ANHYDRITE DISTURBED ROCK ZONE (138)
SIP73-B MB 138 2.9xi0 "19 m2 4.5

J. ANHYDRITE DISTURBED ROCK ZONE
SOP01 GZ 5.7xi0 -18 m2 0.5

SlP73-A too high to measure; estimated at 10 -15 m 2
0.0

SlP73-A-GZ too high to measure; estimated at 10 -15 m 2
0.0

SlP71-A-GZ too high to measure; estimated at 10 -14 m 2
0.0

L4P51-A-GZ too high to measure; estimated at 10 -15 m 2
0.3

Crawley 1.6 to 3.2 xl0 -13 m2 ???
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YET TO BE INTERPRETED

QPPOI
QPP04
QPPII
QPPI4
QPP22
QPP23
QPP24
QPP25
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halite far field: A

depressurlzedzone: C

,, hatite,,DR,Z.! E ..... (MB 138), .,,
A
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B halite DRZ: DA
,,, , , , ,, ............... w _ -

.... F G anhyd,rite ,ORZ: J ,,,

halite DRZ: D

halite far
field: A excavation

halite DRZ: D
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anhydrite far G anhydrite DRZ: J (MB 139) .... G F ....

field: F J
halite DRZ: D 1 m

depressurized Zone: B "Jim

J

Figure I: Schematic for assigning flow properties to Salado Formation
(Not to Scale!!!!)
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Halite Far Field: Zone A
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Halite Depressurized Zone: Zones B and C
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Halite Disturbed Zone: Zones D and E
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Figure 4.
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Anhydrite Far Field: Zone F
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Anhydrite Depressurized Zone: Zones G and H
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Anhydrite Disturbed Zone: Zone J
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Anhydrite Disturbed Zone: Zone I
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